Dorm financing gets 'no' vote from SCHEV
By DONNA SIZEMORE
News for James Madison
University from the State
Council of Higher Education
of Virginia (SCHEV) was both
bad and good.
The council denied approval
of JMU's $1.7 million budget
request for the building of
dormitory facilities,
according to Fred Hilton,
assistant to the vice president
of university relations.
However, the council
approved a $1.5 million
request for expansion of the
Warren University Union and
funds for a $1.7 million seating
addition to Madison Stadium.
Also approved were the

addition of two new degrees at
JMU, the Master of Fine Arts
in Art and the Master of
Music, Hilton said.
According to Hilton, JMU
will appeal the council's
decision on the dormitory
budget request and hope to
gain their approval before the
requests go before the
Virginia General Assembly in
January.
The General Assembly has
final decisive power on all
budget requests. "This is the
first year SCHEV has been
involved
in
making
recreational
or
dorm
requests," Hilton said, noting
this as part of a trend towards

the council taking a more
active role in budgeting.
The council did not feel that
JMU has sufficient need for
more on-campus housing,
according to Hilton, and
suggested that the university
have a private builder
construct more facilities near
campus and in turn lease
these facilities for student
housing.
Hilton does not believe that
this is a feasible solution,
noting that students prefer to
be on campus.
The council approved
housing construction at
Virginia Tech and Clinch
Valley Community College,

while rejecting proposals
from JMU, Christopher
Newport College, George
Mason University and Old
Dominion University.
The "Roanoke Times and
World News" called the
council's rejection of JMU's
housing request "a surprise
move."
"Our need may not have
been clearly represented,"
Hilton said, as JMU did not
have a representative at the
council's meeting.
"We were surprised they
rejected it in the first place,
Hilton said, because the staff
assigned to investigate the
requests had recommended

the council itself approve.
"I think we'll ultimately
gain approval," Hilton said.
If the funds are allocated for
the dorm construction, the
building will provide housing
for 136 students. However, the
dorm's location has yet to be
determined.
The $1.5 million WUU
expansion, if approved by the
General Assembly, will be
used for student meeting and
conference facilities, Hilton
said.
The expansion of Madison
Stadium, if approved, will add
an additional 6,800 seats,
making total seating capacity
around 12,000, Hilton said.
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'Just pranking' was a part of Toad the Mime's show here Wednesday. For story, see page 12.

Rapes not a threat here, campus police say
By CINDY ELMORE
Incidents of rape have not been reported to James
Madison University police for at least nine years,
according to Sgt. William Clark of campus security
and safety.
A rumor recently circulated here alleging that the
rape of two JMU students had been reported in the
Richmond Times-Dispatch, but not in the local
media, has proved to be false. No account of rape
here has been reported in the Times-Dispatch, a
spokesman for the newspaper said, and no rapes
have been reported to the campus police, Clark said.
"It hasn't happened and if we can prevent it, we
don't want it to happen," he said.
Minor incidents have occurred at JMU, in which

women were grabbed, or their rooms were entered at
night. "We just can't stress enough the importance of
locking doors," Clark said.
If a reported rape did occur on campus, security
officials would release information about the incident
if requested, Clark said, adding, "maybe not at the
moment it happened. And if possible, we would not
release persons' names."
ALTHOUGH an established escort service has not
been publicized here, for several years security's
policy has been to provide campus women with
security cadet escorts if requested.
"It's a Rood idea. UVa has had an escort service for
°

years. Sometimes we're busy, but we usually can
spare one cadet for that," he added.
Anywhere from six to nine security cadets patrol
the JMU campus each night, from 7 to 11 p.m. Sunday
through Wednesday, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Thursday,
and 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday. At least
two cadets each patrol the Bluestone area, Ncomplex, and Newman lake dormitories during those
hours, Clark said.
Nine additional cadets may be added to the
program, bringing the total number to 40.
As an additional crime prevention measure,
administration officials have recently reevaluated
lighting on campus to eliminate darker areas.
(Continued on Page 10)
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Filing flight plan can cut
plane crash rescue time
Search for recent wreck lasted five days

Photo by Glenn Petty

THE SEARCH FOR the body and plane of Harrisonburg
businessman Michael Sarco, caused a strain for Greg Spann, a
JMU student who was involved in the search as a member of the
Civil Air Patrol.

Civil Air Patrol
has many duties
Composed of volunteers

By LOUIS EACHO
"Everyone operating a
private plane should file a
hight plan before each flight,
so that in case of a crash they
can be found or rescued in
probably less than a day
instead of the five days (Sept.
10-15) that it took rescuers to
find the body and plane of
Harrisonburg
businessman
Michael
Sarco,
Sr.,"
according to a James Madison
University student involved in
the recent search for Sarco.
Attempting what Civil Air
Patrol (CAP) officials believe
was an emergency landing in
the Monongahela National
Forest a mile north of Spruce
Knob, W. Va., Sarco's Cessna
172 crashed after his fuel
tanks apparently ruptured. He
was "most likely" killed on
impact, according to West
Virginia CAP spokesman Lt.
Rick Little in a recent Daily
News Record article.
If the 65-year-old Sarco had
filed a flight plan, a search for
the plane would have begun 30
minutes after the expected
arrival time, instead of the
almost two days it took to
check other airports and
homes to make sure he was
missing, according to CAP
member and JMU student
Greg Spann. Sparca, along
with, Mony Bernhardt,
another . JMU
student,
participated in the search for
Sarco.
A general visual flight plan
gives the name of the pilot, the
altitude he'll be flying, the
type of plane he's flying, the
specific route, the amount of

By LOUIS EACHO
"The Civil Air Patrol not only searches for private planes, but
they help campers and hunters in distress and also aid in flood
control emergencies," said CAP member and James Madison
University student Greg Spann.
Basically the CAP will volunteer their help in any emergency if
they're asked to do so by a law enforcement agency, Spann said.
"We have no law enforcement powers, since we're there only to
help people," he added.
CAP squadrons were involved in the aftermath of Hurricane
David in Alabama, for example, by flying in food and needed
supplies, helping discover which areas were going to receive the
worst damage and helping out with the groundwork and cleanup
involved, Spann said. Spann and Mony Bernhardt are the only two
JMU students in the 18-member local CAP squad
The CAP is a nationwide organization, composed entirely of
volunteers who are an auxilary of the Air Force. "They lend their
knowledge and guidance in overseeing our programs, but our
commanders are all civilians," according to Spann, who has been
a member of the Virginia Wings CAP since last January.
"The major purpose of the CAP is to provide aerospace
education and leadership," Spann said.
To join a local CAP organization no experience of any kind is
needed except that of a. minimum age requirement of 14, according to Spann. "Once you join the CAP you're asked what
you'd like to be involved with such as ground search work, flying,
first aid or communications, he said.
Except for flight instruction, the CAP will provide anyone with
the necessary programs needed to become an experienced
member, according to Spann. To fly a CAP plane, a member
must have at least 200 hours of flight experience, he said.
The Valley Composite Squadron, which is the Harrisonburg
area's CAP, is entering its second year and is still trying to set up
a broad base of programs, according to Bernhardt.
A majority of the squad members nave a background in first
aid, but an overall first aid program hasn't been set up yet,
Bernhardt said.
"Our squadron is spread out as far as age is concerned from 14
to 60 and has a fairly even number of males and females in the
group, with Lt. Susan Lance (a civilian) commanding the
squadron," Spann said.
"We do need people and we could really use any interested
university students," Spann said. Weekly CAP meetings are held
every Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Mullenburg Lutheran Church on
281 East Market Street. For those who decide to join, a $20 fee is
required,entitling. _the_ member to participate, in ail the iih
structional programs, he said.

fuel available, fuel stops made
and the expected arrival time,
Spann said. All of this
information would have make
it much easier to find Sarco,
he
continued.

very small space in a forest,"
Spann continued. "Many
times a crash like this will
look just like a small burned
spot on a hill from our
viewpoint in the air," he said.
The roughly loo mile area
between Elkins, W. Va.,
where Sarco took off after
refueling, to Weyers Cave
Airport just outside of
Harrisonburg, was covered by
West Virginia and Virginia
CAP volunteers, according to
Spann. Over 150 people were
involved in the search in the
Virginia areas, while 25 CAP
members from four West
Virginia squadrons conducted
air searches between Elkins
and their state line, he said.
"The search did cause quite
a strain on both of us since
we're full-time students, but it
is hard to say you can't go
when you're called out on an
emergency," Spann said.

"WE RECEIVED a call
around 10 p.m. Tuesday (Sept.
11) to aid in an active search
for Sarco, roughly 24 hours
after the estimated time of his
crash," Spann said.
"That first night we were
part of a Virginia CAP ground
search team, covering the
areas of McGaheysville and
Port Republic trying to
triangular-in on a reported
distress signal, which we
never found," Bernhardt said.
On Wednesday both Spann
and Bernhardt acted as
observers on several flights
between Weyers Cave Airport
and New Market with each
flight taking approximately
two hours, according to
Bernhardt.
"By that night, though, the
weather had gotten so bad due
to Tropical Storm Frederic,
an active search wasn't
resumed until Saturday,"
when the remains of Sarco's
plane were discovered, Spann
said.
( "Throughout the search we
thought Sarco might be alive,
which is one reason we went to
as many houses as possible to
see if anyone heard a crash,"
according
to
Spann.

Did yon
know
we can find
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cancer
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the head of
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"IT SHOULD also be
realized that what was left of
Sarco's plane covered an area
of only 30 yards, which is a
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Burruss Hall boasts wildlife

9

Animal Room houses rabbits, albino rats
of animals kept in the care
facility, the large rabbits and
a kind of albino rat are kept in
different enclosures from the
mice and are utilized for
specialized scientific
purposes.
The large rabbits, are
intended for the research by
Virology professor Jean
Acton, who was the recipient
of a government NIH grant to
investigate the effects of
nitrogen
dioxide
on
pulmonary monosites-that is,
the effects of pollution on
certain blood cells that are
found in the lungs. The
rabbits, because of their
physiological similarity to
man, are used in this study.
The albino rats, kept two to
a cage, are also being used for
similar specific research
purposes.
From
their
reactions, researchers are
trying to interpret the effects
of Cadmium, a food additive,
on blood pressure.
The mammals of the
Animal Care Facility are
taken care of by students of
the department, who clean the
animals cages and see after
their welfare. Baxter seemed
very pleased with the student
help: No animals have
escaped when under student
care, she said.
Perhaps one of the Biology
department' most interesting
animal-related experiments is
the one that is currently being
conducted in a lab one floor
below the "Animal Room".
This particular experiment
involves the aquatic animals
THE OTHER two varieties of the department-in this

By BOBBY GIRARDI
The first thing that strikes
you about the Biology
Department in Burruss Hall,
is the glass case on the second
floor that contains human
embryos floating in glass
bottles.
The second thing that
strikes you is the extremely
large rabbits they keep in the
attic Animal Care Facility-all
white with large red eyes.
Despite
the
human
specimens in the hall,
however,
the
Biology
Department's main scientific
focus appears to be on
animals. The large rabbits are
only a part of the myriad
animals-rats, mice, frogs,
trout, guppies, crabs-that
serve an immediate scientific
purpose. These animals
represent the wildlife of the
department,
they
are
experimentation animals
expressly reserved for student
and faculty research.
In charge of the Biology
department's
"Animal
Room," where the rabbits and
all the other mammals are
kept, is an informative lab
technician, Mrs. Emily
Baxter.
Baxter indicated that the
mice population was the
largest of the department's
other animal communities,
and are the most common
animals used in student's
biological .inquiries. "The
mice," said Baxter, "are very
helpful in psychological and
behavioral experiments."

Pttoto by Chuck Faiie

experimentation as part of JMil's Biology
RABBITS AND OTHER mammals are
program.
reserved for student and faculty research and
used in waste water treatment
The Biology department
instance, rainbow trout.
which is constantly dumped in
also houses a variety of
The investigation,
to the nation's waterways.
insects which are used mainly
conducted by graduate
Trout are then checked for
for dissection and population
student Paul Booth calls for
damage to their protein
studies, according to Dr.
some
very
delicate
production, an expected side
James
Grimm,
an
environmental reproductions.
affect of chlorine treated
entymologist (specialist in the
The trout's tank must be kept
study of insects). "This has
waste.
at consistent temperatures,
been a very good year for
and special air blowing
OTHER ANIMALS such as
insects, he commented aboil
devices must be used to
the campus' rampant numbef
African frogs, crayfish and
simulate running water.
crabs are used in various
of crickets and grasshopper!,
Trout are then subjected to
other physiological
"but they will all be dead by
various doses of chlorine in
the first frost."
experiments.
reproduction of the chlorine
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JCPenney Days Sales,
For the Girls

20% off V..
JCPenney pantihose,
briefs and
bikinis.
c
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I DON'T KNOW what do you want to do with it? Lucius Frye,
Buildings and Grounds and Gene Wagner, Physical Plant ponder
the height of the handrail on Bluestone Drive.

What are they doing
down by the creek?
By KEVIN MILLER
The big question that anyone walking downhill from Gibbon's
Dining Hall is asking these days is, "what in the world are they
building down by the creek?"
Construction of a wooden handrail on the sidewalk bordering
the creek began Wednesday, but by Thursday evening the railing
had been disassembled. "It wasn't the architect's fault and it
wasn't the construction workers' fault" that it had to be removed,
according to Lucius Frye, superintendent of Heating and Cooling
Services.
A wooden rail will be built on each side of Bluestone Drive over
the creek to replace the existing black iron ones. After the upcreek rail had been constructed Wednesday, Buildings and
Grounds determined that the rail was too low and could pose a
"safety hazard," said George Marcum, superintendent of
Buildings and Grounds.
"It appeared that because of the slope of the terraine the rail
might be too low. People might be tempted to sit on it, and
possibly fall in the creek," according to Marcum.
More cement will be added to the rail supports and the ground
will be leveled to make the site safer, he said.
The architect who designed the construction plan is from
Wright, Wilkerson, and Jones. He was on campus Friday for
unrelated business, according to Frye, "so we consulted with him
and he confirmed that we should raise the rail" about a foot.
There will probably be some additional cost," for extra
concrete and labor, according to Frye, but the exact cost of the
Boject and the delay will not be determined until he receives
bor and supply estimates.

Sale 79 to 4.40

Reg. 99 to $5.50. Choose from a great selection at terrific savings
Flexxtra® nylon in control top styles, smooth all-in-ones
comfortable support hose. Lots more in many textures.
colors and sizes

Sale 63* to 4.25
Reg. .79 to $5.35. Stock up now on pretty panties at beautiful
savings. Demure or daring styles With lace trim, sport stripes,
novelty prints. Cottons, poly, blends in choice of colors

For the Guys

20% off
plaid shirts.
Sale 9.60

Reg. $12. Hearty Big Mac9 plaids show up 1^
on yarn-dyed cotton or cotton/polyester flannel
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Tall sizes, reg. $13, Sale 10.40

Shop JC Penney
Monday thru Sat.
10 to 9
VaUey Mall
Rt. 33 East Harnsonburg

Dial 434-1701 for the JC
Penney Catalog Center.
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October Paperback Best Sellers
Discounted 20% Dally
Chesapeake (Michener) at 13.15
The World According to Garp (Irving) at $2.20
The Far Pavilions (Kaye) at 12.80
Scruples (Kranti) at $2.20
Wifey (Illume) at $2.00
PLUS OTHER AREA BEST-SELLERS
AT 20 PERCENT OFF

Court Square Cards & Books
COURT SQUARE CARDS & BOOKS
64 South Court Square 433-11S5
Open Thursday & Friday evenngs until 9.

HENRY*

£>IV§
§AI<3
by William Shakespeare
Oct. 2-7
8 p.m.

Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre
Reservations - 433-6260

$2.50/$1.50 with J.M.U. I.D.
rf&H J.M.U. Theatre

LUIGI'S

**** PIZZERIA****
Presents:
* ¥ Chicago Style Pizzas * *
Subs & Dell Sandwiches
ABC on Premise
Budweiser & Michelob on tap
-daily lunch specials from 11-2:00
prus your Favorite import beers
At two Locations:
No. 1 1010 S. Main 433-1101
(in front of Campus)
ON CAMPUS DELIVERIES
Starting at 6pm.-11pm. Mon. -Thurs.
• last call 10:30*
No. 2 1029 S. High Call433-0077
• DINE IN OR TAKE OUT •
Hours : open 7 days a week
Sun. -Thurs til Midnight
Fri.-^ot...ti| 2 cm
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Bookstore magazine selection
shows diverse student body
By CINDY ELMORE
If magazine selection is an indication of
personality and taste, then James Madison
University has an extremely diverse student
population.
The JMU bookstore sells anywhere from 60
to 75 different magazines, bookstore manager
Joseph Hancher said.
Sports, fashion, news, pornography, science,
automotive, hobby, lifestyle, and pactically
you—name—it magazines are sold. "We get a
good variety of magazines. There might be
only an isolated issued we don't carry,"
Hancher said.
Although most magazines sold are selected
for educational reasons, others will be offered
if an apparent need exists, he added. For
instance, some "drug—oriented" magazines
are offered, even though they do not sell well at
JMU. "I don't like the magazines, but we'll put
them out."
Recently, a graduate student asked Hancher
it "Scientific American" magazine could be
obtained.
"That doesn't mean I'll put in 25 or 30," be
said. "I'll look into what I'm asked for. I might
not order one that I know won't sell here. But if
someone insisted, I might attempt to get one."
HOWEVER, the bookstore can only sell
those magazines that a distributor has to offer.
Since few distributors service the
Harrisonburg area, the selection is reduced.
Whether or not a magazine can benefit
students in their general education is a factor
considered in selection.
"The magazines chosen are an indication
that the students are here to get an education,
whereas 10 or 15 years ago, students in college
were not." Hancher said,
Sales of the bookstore's weekly news
magazines run in spurts, he explained, often
depending on what is featured on the cover.
"Some topics kids want to read, others they
care nothing about." But weekly news
magazines bought in the bookstore only

' represent a portion of those read on campus
because of a high number of subscriptions, he
added.
Sales of weekly lifestyle magazines, such as
People, Us, and Omni, are also sporadic
depending upon the particular issue's content
An editorial in the Aug. 7, 1978 issue of Time
magazine stated that these weekly magazines
are enjoying enormous sales nationwide.
According to Time "readers seem less
judgemental, interested less in someone's
character than in his or her 'life—style.' That
mood could change and if it did, so would the
journalism. But an interest in people won't go
away. . ."
"NOTHING is wrong with that," Hancher
said, adding that these magazines offer short,
easily—readible articles appealing to those
without time to spend on longer articles.
Among monthly magazines, those oriented
toward a female audience,' such as
Cosmopolitan, Glamour, and Seventeen, show
the best sales at JMU.
Mad and Cracked magazines also have high
sales. 'These magazines relieve tension by
allowing you to laugh at yourself and at
society," Hancher added.
"Some magazines are good and are here to
stay, but don't sell well, such-as Consumer
Reports, Hancher said.
Additional periodicals low in sales include
quarterly magazines, and automotive, sports,
and hard—core pornography magazines.
Last year, the bookstore magazine
distributor stopped offering hard—core
pornography magazines at JMU due to a lack
of sales. The JMU Student Government
Association requested that the magazines be
sold again. Although the magazines were
brought back, sales still remained low,
Hancher explained. "But we have to offer
them because somebody wants them."
As for sports magazines, "they are read on
the stands and put back," he added. "We don't
encourage it. but we know it will be done. We
did the same thing at your age."

Keep Red Cross ready.
A Put*c Service of This News caper
* The Advertising Council
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-Honor Council

Pamphlets on plagiarism being distributed
By TERESA CAVINESS
"Honesty is the first chapter
in the booh of wisdom."
Thomas Jefferson
Pamphlets concerning
plagiarism and unauthorized
collaboration are now being
distributed by the Honor
Council in ah effort to make
more students aware of the
honor code and what it entails
The pamphlets, which are a
first for James Madison
University, supplement the
Student Handbook, according
to Kevin Rack, Honor Council
President.
"I think that people will be
more likely to pay attention to
the pamphlet if it is separate.
Most students just put their
handbook on a shelf and don't
even read it," said Honor
Council Vice-President, Susan
Hobbs.
The
pamphlet
offers
detailed explanations of
plagiarism and unauthorized
assistance, with additional
information concerning the
Honor Council.
Although the booklet was
£t together by Rack, some of
s material contained within
was developed by Yale
University and the College of
William and Mary.
THE PAMPHLET also
outlines the duties of each

honor council official in order
to clarify the honor system to
students.
"The pamphlet is probably
our biggest project for the
year," Rack said.
Commuters will be able to
pick up their copy in the
Commuter Student Office or
at the information desk in the
Warren University Union, he
said. Copies have already
been distributed to the
dormitories, he added.
JMU will also be hosting the
1979 Conference on Honor
Systems Nov. 16-17, Rack
said. The conference is
another first for JMU and
Rack hopes to establish a
tradition of sponsoring it
every other year, rotating
with William and Mary, the
only sponsor in previous
years.
All schools in the state have
been invited to the conference,
he said. "It's a matter of
exchanging
ideas
and
information," he added.
The conference should
enhance the prestige of the
university, according to Rack.
It should also make the honor
system here more creditable,
he said.
ANOTHER GOAL of the
Honor Council is to place more
emphasis on the faculty this
year. "We've had problems in
the past with faculty members

taking cases into their own
hands, largely because they
don't know the process
through which a violation
should be reported," Rack
said.
Rack wants to either make
presentations to departments
or
develop
a, written
procedure
so
faculty
members will be informed of
the steps to take to report a
violation and what they have
discretion over.

orientation
session
in
September. A mock hearing
was conducted in order to give
the representatives an
understanding of the hearing
process, according to Rack
Both Rack and Hobbs want
to hold another meeting at the
end of this semester in
conjunction
with
the
Communication Arts
department. Exercises; in
listening will be incorporated
to develop efficiency.

The written procedure may
be in the form of another
booklet if the council can
obtain funding for it, Rack
said.
Presentations have already
been made in at least two
dormitories, Hobbs said. The
presentations were requested
by the residents, she added.
The honor system was
explained in detail to new and
returning
council
representatives at a special

Maid of Cotton sought
Applications are available for
the 1980 Maid of Cotton, who
will act as a public relations
representative
for
the
American Cotton industry,
according to the National
Cotton Industry.
The selection is open to
women between 19 and 23 who
were born in SL. cottonproducing state or who have
maintained legal residence in
the Cotton Belt since age
seven or earlier. Applicants
also must be at least five feet
five inches tall, and never
have been married.

Following completion of a
seven-month tour, the Maid
will receive a
$2,000
educational grant from the
Council.
The Maid of Cotton focuses
attention on the importance of
cotton to the economy of the
United States in terms of
employment, world trade,
energy
conservation,
productivity, and food value of
the seed.
The Maid's international
tour will include participation
in public relations and cotton
promotion
activites
in

Canada, Europe, and the Far
East. The domestic tour will
include speaking at Rotary
Clubs in major metropolitan
cities, and visits to cottonproducing states.
Application forms for
entering the selection may be
obtained from the Council,
P.O. Box 12285, Memphis,
Tenn. 38112. Deadline for
submitting completed
applications is Nov. 11.
The selection will be held in
Memphis. Tennessee, Dec. 2628.

American Cancer Society
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Restaurant
20% off
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After 10 PM
Tues-Sun
"We serve meaty sandwiches, fluffy omelets, salads, and
homemade desserts til 2 a.m.
We're new and we're good at what we do.
We serve draft and bottled domestic or imported beers
plus
cocktails.
Come TRY US TODAY. Isn't it about time you were
treated like someone special.
51 Court Square
10 PERCENT OFF ALL
434-2801
OTHER TIEMSCrOOD THRU DEC. 1 79
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HUGHES PHARMACY
For These

SPECIALS
BONNE BELL MOISTURE LOTION
16 OK. reg. '10.00 Now •5.00
1/2 Off 8 oz. reg. '6.00 now '3.00
BONNE BELL MASCARA EYELINER
COMBO
A '5.50 VALUE NOW 3.75

1021 S. MAIN
across from JMU

I*
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Communicate success
in everything you do.

ARAMIS.
Because your-fragrance is your
signature, choose the one that
communicates success -Aramis.
With more than 40 ways to
enjoy it. Aramis works with
authority, speaks with eleganc e.
,vv\ always communicates
success.
Aramis After Shave. Refreshment and fragrance with the
authority of Aramis. 4 07.
Aramis Cologne. The
definitive statement in luxury
that's hlended to outlast other
men's fragrances. 4 07.
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Friends meeting

Psychology club

There
will
be
a
Harrisonburg Friends
Meeting silent worship at
10:30 a.m. on Sept. 30 at 215
Campbell St.

The JMU Psychology Club
jac|raon 10i on
Oct 3 at 7 p.m.
wiU meet in
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in Person ...
Elvin Hayes
To
Autograph
his Book

The Writing Lab offers
individual help for students
working on papers, preparing
to take GRE, LSAT, or
TOEFL and working to
improve their writing skills.
Phone Mrs. Hoskins at 6401,
for information. Lab hours at
1-5, Mon.-Fri. in Sheldon
112.

Tournament
WHAT'S GOING DOWN IN
EAGLES ELEVATORS? The
weekend of Oct. 5,6 and 7 there
will be a backgammon and
checkers
tournament
sponsored by Eagle Hall to
raise money for Logan's Run.

Come watch the fun and help
Eagle raise money for
Rockingham Hospital.

Relationship game
Sign up now for the
"Relationship Game" a
program for JMU students
deisgned to Increase both
dating comfort and frequency.
The program will begin Oct.
11 from 7—6 p.m. If interested
in participating, sign up
before Oct. 9 by calling the
Counseling and Student
Development Center before 5
p.m. or the offices in White or
Eagle Hall after 7 p.m. A brief
5 to 10 minute interview in
these halls is required for
admission to the program.

wm

ftyrc ial EiMtUw

Wednesday Oct 3
5d0-6:30pm +

AS'.Ol'fCE IK 1REEZE

Writing lab
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SOMETHING NEW!
The Bacon Burger Combination

Bonnie Raitt "The Glow"

"Corner Stone"
:
t

M-T-W-S

Th-Fri

9:30-6

9:30-9

n-.Trrrr

FootbaU relay

Teachers

Cheap Trick "Dream Police"

"Good Music at
Great Prices"

The CSC will meet in the
Union in room A from 4305:30 p.m. on Oct. 2. Elections
of officers and coordinators
will be held. All Commuter
Senators are required to
attend.

•ALL*YGfU*CAN*EAT SALAD BAR

Jethro Tull "Storm Watcher'

Styx

ATTENTION
CLUB
PRESIDENTS:
The
Bluestone staff asks that you
please check your club mail
box
for
organization
contracts. If you have a new
club and would like a contract,
see Mike Templeton, room
G—9 of the Union.

•Thick and juicy beef patty •Mayonnaise, lettuce and
•Two strips of crisp bacon two shces of fresh tomato
•French fries

NEW
"Head Games"

Club Presidents

Sigma Nu Fraternity will be
running a football relay from
JMU to UVA, Oct. 13. This
project is designed to raise
money for the heart
association and boost school
spirit for the UVA game. The
fraternity is collecting
pledges and a goal of $1,000
has been set
The relay will begin at
midnight from the Sigma Nu
house. The runners expect to
arrive at Scott Stadium during
pre-game activities.
The planned course of the
relay is as follows: JMU to
Weyers Cave via Port
Republic Road; Weyers Cave
to Grottoes via Rt. 156;
Grottoes to Waynesboro; then
Rt 250 will take Sigma Nu the
rest of the way to UVA.
For further information
contact Bill Moomau, 434-310O.

iHitittiiimmnnmnHtti?

Foreigner

The office of " Career
Planning and Placement will
sponsor a retail career
orientation program on Oct. 9
«t 6 p.m. in Moody Hall,
Blackwell Auditorium. Mr
William Miller, Personnel
D r tor of MiUer
J ^ .
a** Rhoads
will be the guest.

CSC meeting

43)4110
OKSTOtC

Valley
Mall

Career program

Tonight...
JMU
College Night

8p.m.'til..

The Danforth Foundation is
looking for exceptional
students who want to become
college teachers despite every
obstacle, and in preference to
every other professional
option—students who see
teaching as a vocation, not a
job. The Danforth Graduate
Fellowship Program is the
principal means by which the
Foundation attempts to
achieve these goals.
We, the JMU Danforth
Fellowship Committee, invite
you to enter into this
important competition. Your
candidacy will be considered
upon the committee's receipt
of (l) a letter expressing your
interest in the program; (2) a
detailed vita-resume; and (3)
any supporting material you
may wish to submit in your
behalf.
Forward these materials to
Dr. Harold J.
McGee,
Hoffman Hall Room 5, by Oct.
15. If you need additional
information, contact Dr.
McGee at 6466.

London trip
There will be a meeting of
all students interested in
participating in the Semester
in London program for Spring
1980 on Oct. 8 at 7 p.m. in Duke
Art 200.

U ML rvoit 610130
iw>Mnm«Mvu*mm.""' HHU)

.' »• W * <i
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Sfcwt Totes
Waterway robbery

Going broke?

TORONTO (AP)—Cloaked by a fog, pirates
raided a Soviet freighter tied up at a Toronto
pier and stole the ship's hammer and sickle

WASHINGTON (AP)—A new bankruptcy law
which goes into effect Monday will take some
of the pain out of going broke.
The Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978 is the
first major,overhaul of the bankruptcy code
since the 1930's and it is expected to result in an
increase in personal bankruptcies, already on
the rise due to the recession.
In general, the law allows individuals who
file for bankruptcy to keep more of their
possessions. It also restricts the right of
creditors to repossess property and simplifies
the filing procedures.
Personal bankruptcies reached a peak of
224,354 during the recession year of 1974-75
when individuals accounted for over 88 percent
of all the bankruptcy petitions that were filed.
The number of people seeking help under the
bankruptcy laws declined steadily after 1978,
but increased again this year. In the 12 months
that ended June 30, individuals filed 196,976
bankruptcy petitions; they accounted for about
87 percent of all filings.
"We think that this trend will continue," said
H. Kent Presson, assistant chief, of the
bankruptcy division of the Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts, discussing the
increase.
Credit counselors say the state of the
economy is partly to blame for the rise. "One
would expect bankruptcies to go along with the
business cycle," said Bill Hampel of the Credit
Union National Association.

Reservations
BOISE, IDAHO (AP) — Indians trying to
enforce zoning regulations on their Fort Hall
Reservation have been told by some local
officials that nothing has changed in a century
and they are like servants to the white man.
"When the Indians talk about rights they
should remember it's like a master servant
relationship," said Deputy Power County
Prosecutor Ben Cavaness. "The Lord giveth
and the Lord taketh away. This is the white
man's case: there are more of us than there
are of them. If the treaty gives tbem rights,
treaties can be amended."
But on the other side of the dispute is Dan
Mabey of the trial land use commission.
"We are a domestic sovereign nation, and we
control the land," he said. "Throughout our
history we have lost our rights because we
have not enforced them. We must turn that
around."
The dispute arose in January 1977 when
Interior Secretary Thomas Kleppe approved
an Indian ordinance giving the tribes land use
and zoning authority over all land on the
reservation—including land previously sold by
the tribes to private parties.
The dispute is over zoning control of 20,000
acres of the 533,000-acre reservation that have
been sold to private owners.

The captain of the Andrea Andrev reported
the theftSaturday to harbor police who offered
little hope the red flag could be found.
Police said the captain, who was not
identified, told them the raiders boarded his
vessel Friday night, stole the flag and made
their getaway aboard a waiting boat.

Coffee klatches
RICHMOND (AP) — In homes in Virginia and
around the nation Oct. 18, a woman's group
will sponsor meetings to discuss not the Equal
Rights Amendment, not child-rearing, but the
benefits of nuclear energy.
Nuclear Energy Women (NEW) is planning
to combat the anti-nuclear campaign's mass
rallies and civil disobediance with the most
traditional of social events—the coffee klatch.
NEW officials say utility companies will play
a major role in getting the meetings organized.
In Virginia, activities are being coordinated
by Sarah Demarest, a member of Virginia
Electric & Power Co.'s public relations staff
who belongs to NEW.
She estimated as many as 50 coffee klatches
will be going on n Virginia Oct. 18, which has
been designated as nuclear energy education
day. Vepco is footing the bill for coffee and
other refreshments that will be served at the
meetings, Ms. Demarest said.
Organizers of the coffee klatches say they
aren't trying to put together a hard sell for
nuclear power. Instead, the meetings will give
people a chance to ask questions and learn
about nuclear energy.

Big send-off

i

BALBOA, CANAL ZONE (AP)—With beer,
fireworks and official ceremonies, Americans
bid a farewell and Panamanians a welcome
Sunday to the Panama Canal Zone.
The American Panamanian canal treaties
signed in 1977 provided for the U.S. Canal Zone
to become Panamanian territory at midnight
Sunday.
The celebrations, said Panama's President
Aristides Royo, mark "a day of jubilation and
pride...The act of a people entering a portion
of their territory that has been under foreign
jurisdiction for seven long decades."
The occasion was more somber for some of
the 38,000 Americans in the zone who are
concerned about life under Panamanian law.
But on Sunday evening, hundreds of
Americans were expected to show up in front
of the Panama Canal Co.'s Administration
Building here, where Canal Zone Gov. Harold
Parfitt was to lower the American flag in his
final official act at« p.m. local time.
The festivities also included a "giant beer
bash for hundreds of Americans on a grassy
area at the tip of the zone on the Pacific Ocean
side.

Bomb blast
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP)—A bomb blast Sunday
heavily damaged a maintenance engine and
tracks of the Jerusalem-Tel Aviv railroad,
police said. No injuries were reported in the
explosion near the Tel Aviv suburb of Ir
Ganim.
Israel Radio said police and security forces
were inspecting the entire rail link for other
bombs.
There was no immediate word on who set off
the blast on the eve of Yom Kippur, the Day of
Atonement,lu>liest day on the Jewish religious
calendar.

onsiwd Ute Koto* wwnd Ike

Poor image
LONDON (AP) • Arabs bitterly resent their
image in the West, where they are seen as
playboys, exploiters of the energy shortage
and purveyors of violence, says the chairman
of the International Press Institute.
The Arabs "are associated with acts of
violence, the exploitation of the energy
shortage, and the excesses of exceedingly
wealthy playboys who populate the casinos and
other fleshpots of Western cities and they
resent this for a very good reason," said Frank
Rogers, a Briton, at the opening on Saturday of
an International seminar convened to discuss
ways of improving the Arab image.
Rogers attributed the Arabs' image problem
to a lack of understanding, due in turn to a lack
of balanced coverage of Arab achievements
and philosophies and the lack of a free flow of
information from accurate sources.

IUMM.
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A PLACE
TO FOCUS...
tor Tutors in many
<f&&ki®(Fi,&

JMU subject areas
Contact
Educational Skills
Development Lab

Contemporary & Classic
Women's Fashions

ALUMNAE HALL 433-6552
A SERVICE OF
THE COUNSELING
& STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT

Mon-Tues-Wed-Sat 10 AM-6PM
Thurs-Fri 10AM-8PM
51 Court Square Village Downtown
434-8009

CENTER

f!
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IT'S TALL

Foreign students

DRIED FLOWERS,
POTS,
CANDLES
GREEN PLAN1S
20*5" * MAIM w «* 0*UY Q-TSO
¥St.jri3t
SUM, fa.jr

WERNERS
Party Package Store
MON NITE FOOTBALL BUYS

Budweiser

1.99

Old Mil bottles

1.69

AAolson Ale

2.49

TUESDAY SPECIALS
Tuborg bottles& cans

1.69

Miller High Life

1.99

WED. NITE SPECIALS
Bud & Natural Light

1.99

Busch Prem Party Pac

3.89

Six nations represented here
By CINDY ELMORE
Thirteen students at James
Madison University have
backgrounds * distinguishing
them from their 8,100
counterparts. They are from
foreign nations.
Sweden, Hong Kong, Kenya,
Canada, Chile, and France
are
among
nations
represented
by
the
"international students" here.
"One of our goals in the
administration is diversity,"
said Dr. Pay Reubush, dean of
admissions and records.
"International students
contribute to this with their
different backgrounds and
different interests."
Not all 13 of the
international students are
returning to their country
after leaving JMU. Four are
classified under F-l visas;
they are permitted to attend
JMU, then must return home.
Two students are here on an
exchange student program,
four students are refugees,
planning
to
remain
permanently in the United
States; and three students
have been permitted by
immigration
and
naturalization authorities to
permanently immigrate.
INTERNATIONAL students
are classified, for residential
purposes, as non-Virginians,
the same as students from
other states would be
classified.
JMU has limited its nonVirginia enrollment to 20
percent of the total student
population.
Students overseas must find
out about JMU on their own,
Reubush said, since the
university does not recruit
foreign students through
agencies.

inter at*
Over 250,000 foreign
students currently attend
American colleges and
universities and the number is
rapidly increasing, according
to the January 1979 Education
Digest. The articles reported,
"The real economic costs of
educating a student ... are
probably lower in the United
States
than
in
other
countries."
ALTHOUGH the previously
high number of Iranian
students in U.S. schools has
significantly dropped, recent
nigh numbers of students
from mainland China are
guaranteed to compensate for
the loss.
At JMU, applications are
not issued to international
students until evidence of

ONLY THEN, may the
foreign student seek special
permission by immigration
and naturalization authorities
to work: If be or she is
employed without this
permission, the foreign
student can be deported out of
the country.
The only exception is the
university-operated ten-hour
employment program. In this
case, foreign students may «
work with permission from
Saadatmand.
"These students can't count
on making a great deal of
money here," Reubush added.
For this reason, foreign
students must guarantee they
can meet financial cost before
obtaining visas.
Of JMU's 13 international
students, 11
are
undergraduates and two are
graduate students.

—
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Southhampton Coin Laundry

433-2721
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U.S. Olympic Committee
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Without your help, we can't afford to win.
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...contribute

English proficiency and
financial sufficiency is
presented.
The English exam is one
administered internationally.
Other, than this, the
application information for
JMU is the same for foreign
students as for American
students. But the procedure
for consideration of the
application differs, Reubush
addd. Equivalent high school
or other transfer credit must
be established.
Tuition for international
students is the same as for
non-Virginia residents.
However, foreign students are
not eligible for federal grant
or aid programs, and cannot
seek employment in any
community unless
"unforeseen circumstances"
occur, Saadatmand said.

4 Lake Placid 1980,

Werner's 7 Day Market 915 S. High St
Notary Ser. 434-6895
"feers of the World"
Jill Werner ■ JMU Campus Rep

UK. «•
**c <re^,

Embassy information,
international catalogs, library
data, and word-of-mouth from
mends and relatives is how
foreign students come to know
about JMU, said international
student adviser Dr. Bijan
Saadatmand.
The attraction of JMU's
campus, and its location close
to Washington DC, are major
reasons for their selection of
university, he added.

GOOD GUYS

Technics • Sanyo Plus . Kenwood • Bose . ADC • Gibson • Martin
Ovation • ARP • Moog
service & quality for more than 25 years

Tired of waiting in Una for
yonr dorm's washer? Come
to Southhampton and end
your wait. 1425 S. Main
434-5260
ARCO

<>

*f**^

Oil Burner and Home
Appliance Service

Flippo's Oil Co.

Fuel Oil - Kerosene

Rt. 1 Box 87 A
(US 11 South
% mile)
Harrisonburg, VA
434-3884
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WMRA BREEZE MARKET BASKET SURVEY
ITEM

RED MONT

SAFEWAY

LETTUCE
(I Ht»d>

MICK OR MACK
•*»

IHENANOOANS
PRIDE MILK

.S»

M

MAX WILL
HOUSE COMER

SS.W

S4.SS

A«P KROOERS
.4$

•»
.41

tlflt.l

UM

u.a

UM

(J-IH.I

CUT UP CHICKEN
FRYERS
(per pound)

u

.M

M

.«♦

Ji

ORAOE A LARGE
BQOS-1 4)01.

41

.•»

.IS

M

Ji

SI.W

SI.It

COCA COLA
<«Mck)

am

SIM

HJ».

KRAFT AMERICAN
CHEESE- MtHctf

H«J

tut

SI

.34

J4

II Jt
S14.74

(perpeund)
GROUND BEEP
IS PERCOENT PAT
(per pound)
TOTALS

s*

si.4»

SI.If

.»

.34

.It

si.4t

_iUi_

II Jt

UJ*.

SIS.M

115.74

SIS. 7*

SIS.4S

•ANANAS

Prices for the month of August
Compiled by WMRA's Contact 90. Airs every Tuesday
and Thursday at 1:42 a.m. andh4:42 p.m.

* Rapes
(Continued from Page 1)
Although
money
appropriations take time,
Clark stressed, lighting
changes and additions are
planned virtually throughout
campus, including areas
beside Hillcrest, Eagle and
Chandler Halls, Greek row,
the sidewalk between Godwin
Hall and the Warren
University Union, and behind
Logan and Wayland Halls.
EMPLOYED by campus
security and safety are two
certified defensive tactic
instructors willing'to establish
a
student
self-defense
program if interest is shown.
According
to
Clark,
although years of study are
required for excellence, this
program could teach the
basics of self-defense.
Also, security officers are

willing to give talks on rape to
any interested groups on
campus.
Jurisdiction of campus
security for all crime
prevention
extends
throughout campus and to all
university-owned or operated
buildings. "Our jurisdiction is
bigger than what you'd
think," Clark said.
The campus itself, all
streets
and
sidewalks
bordering campus,
the
university farm, and parts of
Main Street, Warsaw Street,
and Port Republic Road are
included in the campus police
patrol.
Although no rape statistics
are
available
for
Harrisonburg, rape is not a
problem liere, city Police
Chief Richard Presgrave said.
Only one incident, a statutory
rape of a consenting minor,
has been reported since 1976.

Photo by Sandy Paetow

Escaping the books with a nap on the library steps.

Attention Senators
Vote
DOUG MARSHALL
for
Chairman Pro-Tempore
bicycles of quality to meet the
most discerning taste - - -

MARK'S BIKE SHOP

1094 S. College Ave. Harrisonburg, Virginia
BICYCLES-MOPEDS
SALES AND SERVICE

454-5151

T^fflE!fc
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Get your career in gear!
Office of Career Planning and Placement

The word is out! Seniors are applying to
graduate schools and preparing for the job
hunt. Juniors and underclassmen are
researching careers and internships. To
keep up-to-date on services and materials
available for career planning from the
OCPP, check this list and subsequent ones
in future Breeie issues.
Be a ware of the job hunting cycje for JMU
graduates: Sept., register with the OCPP.
Determine what you want to do (stop by if
you need help). Oct.-Nov., attend workshops
and career speakers series, write resumes,
applications, compile a list of potential
employers. Dec.-May, interview for
information, contact employers, interview
for jobs.

Meet the
personal computer
expert*.
Your Apple II dealer.

• Internships: Students seeking internships
would be wise to follow a time-table the
same as the job hunting cycle.
• Special Program: "Deciding on Graduate
School: graduate school vs. employment,"
Wed., 10-10, 5-6 p.m., Union Room A.
•Resume Review: Resumes will be
critiqued on a walk-in basis on Thursady
mornings, 9:30-11:30 a.m., beginning
October.
•Career '80 Orientation: Visiting speakers
will highlight careers in retailing,
commercial printing, personnel, insurance,
Sblic utilities, publishing, and government
ring October. Schedules are available in
the OCPP. Plan to attend if you are deciding
on a major or career.
•If you are seeking a specialty position
(such as personnel, public relations,
communications-media work, advertising,
writing specialities or any other supportadjunct function) in a large organization,
you must plan early. Organizations

HOURS: MON. WED. 106, THURS & FRI. 10-9. SAT. 104.

cnmpuTERi
UJDRH.S
ROUTE 6. BOX 65A. HARRISONBURG. VA 22801 • (703) 434-1120
ONE MILE NORTH OF HARRISONBURG ON U.S. 11.

determine their hiring needs for these
"incident" jobs in Jan.-Feb. They advise
you to contact them before that time.
•Job Search Workshops: Schedules and
sign-up sheets are available in the OCPP
•New resources: The Environmental Jobs
Handbook—job sources on ecology,
forestry, energy management. Aside from
Teaching English. What in the World Can
You Do?— excellent for any student in the
humanities.
•Foreign Service Test deadline, Oct. 19,
1979; National Security Test deadline, Nov
3,1979. Booklets available.
• Pub.Admin.-Poli.Sci. special
career
information binders—Career Library.
•Free
information—architecture,
anthropology, math-statistics, ecology!
chemistry, insurance, law libra rianship,'
social work, engineering, para-legal,
foreign languages, English.
•On-campus
recruitment
(Check
Placement Interview Board for additions.):
10-2, Milford School District, Delaware; 109, People Life Insurance Co.; 10-17, General
Accounting Office: 10-18, Ernst & Ernst; 1023, Procter & Gamble; 10-25, Provident
Mutual Life Insurance Co.; 10-26, Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co.; 10-30, V.S. Navy
(3 days), R.R. Donnelley & Sons Co.; 10-31,
University of Baltimore Graduate School,
U.S. Marines (2 days); li-i Liberty Mutual
Insurance Co.
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CLOUD NINE
posters - fishnets - beaded curtains • bongs
papers - hats (suede,leather, denim)
sale-priced suede and leather jackets
1 rack men's and ladies' tops & bottoms - 2.99

f-

The Purple Building
66 E. Market St.
Daily 10-5 Thurs.-Fri 10-9
fTillJIIIII
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THE BODY SHOP
Levi's Blue Denim Jeans
Straight

Boot

Slim

505-0217

517-0217

519-0217

Student
719-0917

$9.98
Prices good thru Sat. Oct 7

Tb Body Sfop
The Purplo Building On The Court Squara
2 North Main St., Harrlsonburg
Open Thursday and Friday Nights 'til 9 p.•m.
Opan Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Matter Chargo and Viso
'■■
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Precision At A Discount
(For students only.)
Come by for a special student discount card. It's
good for a whole year, and entitles you to 10% off
any Command Performance service. Including our
precision haircut.
Precision haircutting is our technique for cutting
the hair in harmony with the way it grows. So as it
grows it doesn't lose its shape. Your haircut will
look as good after five days as it does after five
minutes.
A precision haircut with shampoo and blow-dry
costs just fourteen dollars for guys or gals, less
10% of course. We also offer permanent waves,
coloring, frosting and conditioning. No appointment needed, just come in.
Take advantage of our offer, it's precisely what
you need.
TIA^S/VST;

Command Performance
^^f9T9fut> iM«fn*l<on*l S*AncMCo>p

Valley Mall, Harrisonburg
Highway 33 East

Mon-Sot (Q,9.. ..:>.. *ftai3o:.:..v:
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A tell presents mime
with a curious twist
By WES WILLOUGHBY
"I think a mime is someone
who is a bit of a philosopher, a
real prankster, and someone
who really likes people a lot.
My whole subject is studying
people."
Antoinette \tell, aka Toad
the Mime, is certainly
describing herself and the
nature of her performance at
Wilson Hall Wednesday night.
"I bring out people and
make them performers,"
A tell said after her show.
"Even though they think they
can't do it, if you put them in
the right situation with a
whole lot of support, they
can't fail."
One photographer, when
brought to stage, did not fail to
catch a pose that included a
last-minute obscene gesture.
Another audience member did
not fail to tell a story of an
innocent young girl taking
drugs with a motorcycle gang,
which Atell acted out.
Atell is no typical mime. She
told jokes. She stressed
audience participation. When
the audience acted too shy,
she taunted them.

Atell also performed basic
mime. Her opening routine
included the classic mimicry
of being boxed in. But then she
mimed smoking a joint to
expand the walls crowding
about
her.
"NOT ONLY do I love to
parody what is happening to
us today, but I also like to
cartoon things that are going
on today, especially to people
our own age." She hit the peak
of this parody when she loudly
jeered to one member of the
audience, "You are stoned!"
Atell appreciates the
element she performs in.
"I have performed at a lot of
clubs, and I've done a lot of TV
stuff, but I choose to do
universities. It is the last of
the circuits that is full of
intelli gent, bright,
communicative people. You
are all studying, you're
observing, you're searching—
everyone is searching at that
point in college.
"For me, that's perfect.
You're ready to play, and
that's all I want, is to play. At
least one-half to one-quarter
of my show is improvisationfeeling out and just pranking.

Photo by Chuck Fazio

ATELL expounds during a relaxed moment off-stage.

The audience goes with it, and
that's what I love."
In her six years of
performing,
Atell
has
developed a style of parody
that taps the subtle behavioral
kinks in us all. She is a true
mime in her mockery of that
part of us we do not normally
see.
This is illustrated in "The
Pick-up," in which she first
portrays a guy, then a girl, as
they meet in a bar. She goes
through the games they play,
then pierces the plastic
facades that are formed with
a sudden seriousness of what
is happening between them.
During her performance,
she told of her experiences
while doing mime on the San
Francisco
streets.
By
observing and mimicking
people's movements, she
learned how to read body
language.
ATELL first started doing
mime with a group of fellow
college students during a bus
tour through South Africa
"One time we were
surrounded by some natives
who had just burned a whole
British colony to the ground,
and they were not friendly at
all. I got locked out of the bus,
and I was surrounded by
natives, and I was really
fearful. So I started doing a
chicken. The natives clapped
in time to my chicken
movements.
"Then the chief came back,
very regally, with a rooster to
mate with the chicken, and it
was a great compliment to
me.
"After that, whenever we
came to a village I would start
performing—putting together
animals and things like that.
"I really enjoy the fact that
I can perform anywhere
without props and costumes,
but still communicate."
TOURING with Atell is Jim

Pho'o by Chuck Fazio

ANTOINETTE ATELL. aka Toad the Mime, invents situations
during her Wilson Hall performance. Her act stresses audience
participation.
entertaining bits of humor
Beldocky, who arranges the
impoverished, unfortunately,
sound effects accompanying
by overdone lusty sound
the mime's performance.
effects.
Some of the effects seemed
amateurish, and their timing
"I would really like to come
was a bit off, but James
back here and spend a week
Madison University marked
on this campus and formulate
a whole improvisa tional group
the kickoff for Atell's tour.
Things might be a bit scratchy
of mimes and comedians, and
at first.
let them perform a show
There was also the
here," Attell said. "We only
university's own mime group,
had a couple hours together
whose childish, vaguely
today."
imaginative antics were
Altogether, Atell's show was
spread
throughout
the
an unusual form of stage
auditorium and lobby of
performance. Atell takes the
Wilson Hall before the show.
laziness out of entertainment
and stresses involvement.
Offstage, they may not have
been very good, but a lot of
This was an especially good
effort went into their
exercise for a lackluster, TVperformances.
contaminated teenager whose
When Atell brought them
horizons
could
stand
onstage, she keenly tuned
broadening by a different
their energy into some slightly
form of communication.

Shakespeare's historical 'Henry IV opens tonight
Shakespeare's "Henry IV,
Part I," the first main stage
production of the '79-'80
theater season, will open
tonight at 8 p.m. in LatimerShaeffer Theatre.
Directed by Dr. Thomas
King, associate professor of
drama at James Madison
University, "Henry IV" is one
of Shakespeare's best known
histories and one of the most
important in a series of plays
documenting the events
leading to the War of Roses.
King has made judicious cuts
in Shakespeare's original
script to make the 16th
century
play
more
understandable to the actors
and the audience.' •' ' * » "
i K i tjg, '..*,..■ m-.o.d.e r. o. .< ,

interpretation of "Henry IV"
eliminates the cut and dry
heroes and villains, replacing
them with more credible
characters. Under King's
direction, Prince Hal, played
by Phoef Sutton, emerges as a
hero somewhat compromised
by the bloody extremities of
battle,.
not
as
the
incorruptable savior of
England. "In a way," one o*
the play's leading cast
members observed, "this is a
comment on the brutality of
war."
The dramatic crux of
"Henry IV" lies in Prince
Hal's transformation from
wayward, impressionable
youth
to
responsible
adulthood., .pepicM against

the harsh background of
England's bitter civil conflict,
Prince Hal changes from an
irresponsible carousing youth,
influenced by the rogueries of
Falstaff. to a more mature

HENKfW
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individual who will rise to
great heights as the hero of
Agincourt in Shakespeare's
"Henry V."
PROFESSIONAL
actor
Ritch Brink ley will provide
comic relief as the knavish
Falstaff Brinkley, a guest
artist this semester in the
theater area, is an equity
actor and a member of the
Milwaukee
Repertory
Company. He has played
Tenye in "Fiddler on the
Roof," Peter in "The Zoo
Story" and Sir Toby Belch in
Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Night." Brinkley has also
acted in a number of films,
.including, . "The • Great
.WaUandas^'.a.nNBe.woyje of,

the week, and "Brubaker," an
upcoming release starring
Robert Redford.
Another feature of the JMU
production of "Henry IV" is
the stage, raked at a 12
percent angle and jutting into
the audience. It is an unusual
design creating interesting
perspectives and dramatic
possibilities, particularly
during the battle scenes that
occur toward the play's
climax
. "Henry
IV
will
be
presented nightly through
Sunday, Oct. 7 at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $2.50 for the
public. $1 50 with JMU ID
For reservations call the
theatre box office at 433-6260
v.fpomJ.to.Hp.m, daily,
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Nighthawks
A permanent fixture burns down bars but offers no surprises
By HOWARD SIMCOX
After six years of being a
steady bar .room power, it
becomes increasingly difficult
to say something original
about the Nighthawks. Their
name and style have become
permanent fixtures in the
minds of student rockers, bar
owners,
and
concert
reviewers up and down the
East Coast.
There are no surprises at a
Nighthawks gig. None of the
paying
customers
are
overheard saying, "I hope the
Hawks really get down
tonight." It is understood, the
Nighthawks will sell out and
burn down just about any bar
from North Carolina to New
England, and Friday night at
the Elbow Room was no
exception.
By 9:30, the Elbow Room
crowd was unquestionably
loose, while the Nighthawks,
who had just begun the first of
three sets, were indisputably
tight. The Hawks unleashed
their gutsy repertoire of blues,
boogie-woogie, and rock, and
from "Boogie Woogie Chntry
Girl" to "Ubangi Stomp" and
far beyond, the Hawks were
nusically and technically
itstanding.
Every solo break by
guitarist Jim Thackery had
the Elbow Room in a
progressively louder uproar.

Jan Zukowski delivered a
fluid bass performance that
was felt more in the lungs than
in the ears, while Mark
Wenner wailed and hounded in
his rich blues harp tradition.
The vocal work was crunchy,
gritty, and suited perfectly the

philosophy. "We never really
want to move away from
being a bar band, because
that's what it's all about. You
can take the music and
translate it to a concert stage,
but it's still in its truest
environment in a bar."

Atlanta. We went down there
and played for a week in the
same place every night.
"There were four people the
first night, twelve people the
second, and by the last few
nights we had a hundred or so
people. When we go back it

While talking of successful
dates in Chicago, New
Orleans, and Texas, Wenner
explained the slow process of
"regionalizing" the band's
name. "The more cities we go
to, the easier it gets, because
more people there will have
heard of us. But, like, we start
cold in some cities, like

will be a lot easier. ... We feel
ou can continue to grow level
level. You can Become a
regional band and still be true
to your local fans."

What lies ahead
for a band with
such a solid
reputation fo
live excellence?

finely mixed instrumentation.
Yet none of this was a surprise
to anyone at the Elbow Room.
It was simply another
Nighthawks Fnday night.
WHAT lies ahead for a band
with such a solid reputation
for live excellence? Between
sets, harp'ot Mark Wenner
discussed a bit of Nighthawk

B

WENNER credited part of
the Nighthawk's growing
popularity to Muddy Waters,
whom he called the "hub of

the blues revival" in the
United States. Wenner,
however, expressed some
caution about over-reacting to
local success. "I think mat
one of the most brutal things
that happens to a band is when
they get a little reputation
around town, and whammo,
they're stars. And that
happens a lot. They're just
beginning to think, 'Hey,
we're pretty good. . . .' But
they're really not stars, and it,
usually
destroys ■ them
emotionally or personally, or
shakes the band apart."
As for the immediate future,
Wenner said the Nighthawks
will soon be starting a fall tour
of the Mid-West, in hopes of
further strengthening the
band's name in that area. The
group is then planning to cut
an album for a new label
beginning sometime in
January, with its release
expected in the late spring.
"We are moving towards
putting out an album with a
real
strong
national
distribution and promotion,"
said Wenner.
The Nighthawks will also be
appearing
on
John
Hammond's
forthcoming
album, which is due for
release this month. Wenner
believes the album "really
captures the sound of the
band."

Skip Castro Band delivers deadly R&B
By DEAN HONEYCUTT
"Here's some rock and roll for you."
When it comes to introductions, The Skip
Castro Band doesn't mess around. Their music
was equally straightforward as the four
Charlottesville musicians delivered a no-frills
rhythm and blues performance Thursday night
at the Center Attic.
The Skip Castro Band's
coffeehouse concert was
delivered with gut-level punch
before an
enthusiastic
capacity crowd of more than
300 students—the largest
Center Attic turnout within
memory,
according
to
Coffeehouse Chairman David
Groce.
Although the band was formed less than ' vo
years ago and their latest performance was
only their second at James Madison
University, The Skip Castro Band has earned a
devout regional following, largely due to a
score of successful Elbow Room dates and a
reputation for knocking out frathouse crowds
at the University of Virginia.

Photo By Glenn Petty

BO RANDALL pauses between riffs during The Skip
(astro Band's ('enter Attic performance.
■IHaHBMriHriaya«MHMMHi

GUITARIST Bo Randall and company
combined tight arrangements, lively
showmanship and a deadly lineup that had the
audience dancing halfway into the second set.
It was impossible to sit still while The Skip
Castro Band tore into a relentless storm of 12bar stampers and R&B classics.
The Skip Castro Band took off with the
NRBQ version of "Rocket in My Pocket,"
spiking a two-hour performance with rockers
like Chuck Berry's "School Days," James
Brown's "Papa's Got a Brand New Bag," Bo
Diddley's "Roadrunner" and Little Richard's
"True Fine Mama," combined in an effective
medley with "Devil with the Blue Dress On"—
an ancient number by Mitch Rider and the
Detroit Wheels.
The last word in killer repertoires.
Add to that skillfully executed challengers
like Little Feat's "Fat Man in the Bathtub,"
Elvis Costello's "Lip Service" and a couple of

interesting original compositions, and you
have a surprisingly varied format for an R&B
bar band.
"TWELVE-BAR songs tend to get people
going faster when they're drinking," said
bassist
Charlie
Pastorfield.
"No
complications." But when they weren't
plugging away at lengthy, uncomplicated
versions of "Kansas City" or "Justine," The
Skip Castro Band introduced some genuinely
creative material. "Camera," for example,
written by keyboardist Dan Beirne,
demonstrated that bar bands can perform
unique music without being boring.

Twelve -bar songs tend
to get people going .
faster....
No complications.9
The Skip Castro Band ought to perform more
of it. Although Randall and Beirne delivered
solos nothing short of nitro, there's only so
much you can do with three chords. And they
tried everything.
They played on minor blues, experimented
with rhythms, injected the sharp ninths and
the flat sevenths, ended a few with the major
seventh flourish. Randall even did some literal
table-hopping. Twice.
Maybe The Skip Castro Band has exhausted
-the R&Eresource. Regardless, the band is now
recording a demo tape for Planet Records, a
division of Warner Brothers—it's possible they
could hit vinyl on the sole merits of skillful
musicianship and an ultimate repertoire.
Until then you can catch The Skip Castro
Band every Thursday night at the Mine Shaft
in Charlottesville.

mmmmmmmmm^m—mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm—m
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Parking fines

and arts symposium
A Nice Selection from
which to choose.

Today

One year ago...
(The Breeze, October 3, 1978)
Evaluations of increased parking fines as a
deterrent measure have not yet been
completed, according to William Wilberger,
campus police director.
"There has not been a long enough period to
evaluate the increase. My guess is that it would
have an effect," Wilberger said.
Last year, fines for parking violations, decal
violations and no-parking zone violations were
$2 if paid within 21 days. After that period, they
increased to $5.
This year, parking violations and vehicle
registration violations are $5 if paid within 10
days. After 10 days, fines double to $10.
Any student with an unpaid fine after 10 days
receives a' 'hold" placed on his or her record in
the Records Office and is unable to receive an
official transcript, diploma or to register for a
subsequent semester until fines are paid. The
grace period of this policy was lowered from
last year's 21 days to the present 10-day
allowance.

(The Breeze, Tuesday, October 2, 1979)
"Thingsare better than usual," according to
Sgt. William T. Clark of the campus police.
Parking fines and violations have dropped.
But whether the violations have dropped due
to the increased fines or to the revision of the
parking procedures is undetermined, Clark
said.
Although the campus police are "still writing
a lot of tickets," the number appears to have
decreased, Clark said
During the 1978-79 school term, the number
of tickets issued for parking violations
decreased by 663 compared with the 1977-78
term.

\i

JEWELERS

J

Valley Mall
Harrtaonburg
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A&P
RC Cola

8 pk. 76 oz. 7.79

Old Milwaukee

12oz cans 7.69

Ann Page Tomato, Vegetable, or
Chicken Noodle
5 cans for 1.00

Today

Five years ago...
(THE BREEZE, Tuesday. September 24,1974)
Several significant changes will occur in the
Honor System if the student body approves a
new consitution in a referendum October 1.
According to Betty English, president of the
Honor Council, "a lack of communication in
the past has broken down the Honor System."
Honor Council officers and officials hope the
changes will improve communication and
insure the future usefulness and purpose of the
Honor System.
Under the new constitution, the following
changes will take place:
1.) Representatives on the Honor Council
will be selected from and by the schools of Arts
and Sciences, Education and Business, and the
Graduate School. Each of the undergraduate
schools will have two representatives, while
the Graduate School will have one.
2.) The judicial procedure will be revised to
reflect current legal decisions on due process
and student rights.
3.) The position of Honor Council
Coordinator will be created, to be responsible
for investigating reported violations of the
Honor System and bringing each case before
the Honor Council.
4.) An Honor Advisory Board will be created
to oversee the general operation of the Honor
System, advise the Honor Council, and make
necessary policy and procedural changes in
special cases.

From $g 00 Up

(The Breeze, September 28, 1979)
Science: systematized knowledge derived
from observation, study and experimentation.
Faith: unquestioning belief.
Progress: a moving forward; improvement;
advance towards perfection.
These three terms have seemingly little in
common, yet they compose the title of the sixth
annual Arts and Sciences Symposium at
James Madison University. The four-day
program gets underway Monday.
The Fall 1979 symposium is the sixth in a
series of programs set up by former Dean oi
the College Letters and Sciences Dr. John
Sweigart.
The symposium entitled "Nature and
Civilization Series" gives an opportunity for
the faculty, the students and the community to
come together and discuss a broad subject
area.
Noted philosophers, theologians, authors and
scholars are scheduled to present lectures and
sit on panel discussions throughout the
symposium.
Opening the symposium Monday is science
writer John Pfeiffer who addresses the topic,
"The Origins of Culture."
Other guest speakers include The Rev.
Stanley Jaki, Wolf von Eckardt, Lester G.
Crocker, Nicholas Rescher, the Rev. James
Burtchaell and concluding speaker, Isaac
Asimov.
■■'-■■■'--■■■-
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A&P Snack or Cheese Crackers

10 oz. .59
\ Page Potato Chips

8 oz. .79

A&P Orange Juice

64 oz. 1.29

Ann Page Ice Cream

Va gal. .99

Ann Page Frozen Pizzas (Cheese,
Sausage, Pepperohl)
/2 oz
Q9
j Ann Page Buffet Suppers 2 lb. 1.29
j A&P Sundae Style Yogurt8 oz.3/.89\
|

I

|

Potatoes

20 lb. 7.44 I

fill ELBOW MOUT]

Bartlett Pears

I

Va. Golden Delicious Apples
8 lb. 1.33

J

WWaa*f OH. 3

Sll*ritf.*j

RMK

0

Cauliflower

«Hk {fM«M

N' NI|M

ThmfcfOiH
Frifcf Oil S

bffldi Haiti Baad
Nil Rash

SaKffcrOitt

OrffiMlF**
Till EftM

R«l
«Mk-t-n%, RIB
z.»..T.k«

RM«

Ftr Nit* ItftuMtiM Cal 43M100

(

I

-y

.38 lb. I

.97 head

Round Tip Steak

2.19 lb.

Round Tip Roast

7.99 lb.

Whole Round Tips

7.69 lb.

Lean Round Beef

1.59 lb.

A&P All Meat Bologna

1.19 lb.

A&P All Meat Franks

1.29 lb.

Assorted Pork Chops

7.79 lb.

434*9061

.» 4 1.'
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Post-doctoral minority fellowships to be given
The National Research
Council plans to award
approximately 25 Postdoctoral Fellowships for
Minorities in a new program
designed
to
provide
opportunities for continued
education and experience in
research to Black Americans,
Mexican AmericansChicanos, Puerto Ricans, and
Native Americans.
Fellowship recipients will
be selected from among
scientists, engineers, and
humanities scholars who show
greatest promise of future
achievement in academic
research and scholarship in
higher education.
In this national competition
supported by the Ford
Foundation, citizens of the
United States who are

members of one of the
designated minority groups,
who are engaged in college or
university teaching, and who
hold doctoral degrees may
apply for a fellowship award
ot one year's duration. New
doctorate recipients who
intend to pursue careers as
college or university faculty
members will
also be
considered.
Awards will be made in the
areas of behavioral and social
sciences, humanities,
engineering sciences,
mathematics,
physical
sciences, life sciences, and for
interdisciplinary programs of
study.
Awards will not be made in
[irofessions such as medicine,
aw, or social work, or in such
areas
as
educational

administration, curriculum
supervision, or personnel and
guidance.
Tenure of a fellowship
provides
post-doctoral
research experience at an
appropriate nonprofit
institution of the Fellow's
choice, such as a research
university, government
laboratory, privately
sponsored nonprofit institute,
or a center for advanced study
such as the Center for
Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences, Palo
Alto, California; the Institute
for
Advanced
Study,
Princeton, New Jersey; the
Institute for Research on
Poverty of the University of
Wisconsin, Madison,
Wisconsin; the Newberry
Library, Chicago, Illinois:

WALK ON IN,
DANCE ON OUT
IN Danskin.
20% OFh Oct. 10-16 with JMU ID
ots of Styles to choose from including 'freestyle*

and the Woodrow Wilson
Center
foe
Scholars,
Washington, D.C.
The deadline date for the
submission of applications is
Feb. 1, 1980. Further

information and application
materials may be obtained
from the Fellowship Office,
National Research Council,
2101 Constitution Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20418.

WMRA features listed
The album-artist features
on WMRA for the period of
October 2-4 are:
After Hours (all listings can
be heard at 1:00 a.m.)
Tuesday, Oct. 4 - A classic
album feature by artist Joe
Walsh entitled "The Best of
Joe Walsh."
Thursday, Oct. 4 - Maria
Maldaur will be the featured
artist with her classic album
"Waitress in a Donut Shop."
Eating In (all listings can be

heard at 12:00 p.m.)
Wednesday, Oct. 3 - Today's
topic will be the various ways,
to prepare spaghetti. Eating
In is a series of programs on
the art of cooking.
On Wednesday, Oct. 3,
WMRA
will
broadcast
exclusive coverage of the New
York Knicks - Washington
Bullets basketball game.
Coverage will begin with a
pre-game show starting at
7:45 p.m.

iro &
New York Style Pizza
* *Best Prices in Town* *
Pizzas

large
Cheese...
1 topping...
2 toppings...
3 toppings (or more)

medium
3.50
4.25
5.00
5.50

4.00
4.75
5.50

6.25

small
2.75
3.25
3.75
4.25

$.55 slice (plus .15 topping)

duo tops. Luscious colors too : chocolate, wink,

Steak Subs 1.70 plus .15 extra toppings

celestial blue, antique red to name a few.

Ciro's

t

Easy Carry out

Leggett of Valley Mall
Shop 10 til 9 Mon - Sat.
Tel. -434-4477

z>4

778 E. Market.
Tues.-Thurs. 11:00-12:00
Fit, Sat, ft Moa
11:00-1:00 a.m.

50* Off Any Pizza
with coupon
Offer expires Oct. 31

Greyhound's
quick cure for
the book blues.
The book blues It's those sleepless nights with visions of
exams, pop tests and required reading dancing (hrough your
head. They just won't go away.
But you can... with Greyhound Take off this weekend, visit
your family, see your friends... just get out of town and leave the
book blues behind It doesn't cost much and it'll do you a world
of good.
So, if you've got the book blues, get on a Greyhound and
split It's a quick cure for what ails you

GO GREYHOUND
$
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UNIVERSITY
PROGMM
BO*D

EVENTS

OCTOBER 11 8:00
GODWIN HALL
"WANNA BET?!?!?"

UPB activities
line... 6504

GO TO THE
CHARLESTOWN TURF CLUB
WITH UPB!
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7

24 hours a day

SIGN UP NOW!
MORE DETAILS IN THE UPB OFFICE

•

•

Dayton grounds out 35-15 win
By DAN MCNIEL
DAYTON - Fullback Gary
Smith rushed for three
touchdowns to lead an
awesome Dayton ground
Sime that handed James
adison University its fourth
defeat in five games, 35-15
Saturday night.
Smith rushed 10 times for 71
yards and was one of 10 Flyers
who carried the ball at least
twice. Dayton averaged more
than six yards a carry in
rolling to 429 yards in rushing.
Junior quarterback Tim
O'Hara was the leading
rusher with 81 yards and
scored
Dayton's
first
touchdown on a 16 yard run up
the middle.
Good field position and a 28
yard punt by JMU's Greg
Caldwell set up the 38 yard
drive that culminated in
O'Hara's run midway through
the first quarter. Sophomore
Jim Fullenkamp added the
first of five extra points to
make it 7-0.
Dayton was successful on
it's next possession, marching
61 yards in 14 plays for
Smith's first tally from the
one three minutes in to the
second quarter. The Flyers
game plan was not elaborate;
basically ramming the ball
down JMU's throat all night,
and setting a record for most

Flyers rack up 429 rushing yards,
while holding JMU to just 91
rushes allowed by JMU in one
game — 69. The five
touchdowns rushing also tied
a JMU mark for most scored
by an opponent.
JMU DEFENSIVE end Ted
McGuirk broke through the

with less than seven minutes
left in the half.
The Flyers immediately
retaliated with some lightning
warfare of their own on the
next two plays. Scott Groat
returned Scott Norwood's kick
41 yards to the JMU 49. Senior

in the first half, 91 for the
game.
JMU running back Butch
Robinson was limited to 27
yards on 10 carries by the
tough Flyer defense that
stymied the JMU offense all
night. The 27 yards pushed

Robin9on limited to ju$t 27 yard$ on 10 carrie$
by tough defente that the Duket' offente all night
Flyer's line to block Jim
Jensen's punt at the Dayton
ten. The ball rolled out of
bounds at the one to give JMU
its first major scoring
opportunity.
Freshman quarterback
Tom Bowles capitalized two
plays later, sweeping right
end for two yards to cut
Dayton's lead in half, 14-7,

Spo rts

tailback
Marvin
Batts
slammed off right tackle 37
yards on the first play of the
series to give Dayton a first
down at the 12.
0' Hara picked up a first to
the two where Smith plunged
for his second touchdown for
the halftime score of 21-7.
The Flyer defense limited
the Dukes to 39 yards rushing

Robinson to the 1,000 mark for
his career at JMU.
GRADLIN PRUITTraced 29
yards on the first play of the
second half, and a personal
foul at the end of the play gave
Dayton a first at the JMU 36.
Dayton utilized its ball control
offense to grind out its fourth
score nine plays later on
Smith's two yard run.

Fullenkamp's point, after
increased the margin to 28-7
with more than 10 minutes left
in the game.
JMU defensive back Mike
King returned a punt 30 yards
on the first play of the fourth
period to give the Dukes
excellent field position at the
Dayton 26. JMU wasted the
opportunity, losing possession
when quarterback Frankie
Walker was sacked on fourth
down at the 31. Bowles,
Walker and Tom Stallings all
had their chance to direct the
offense Saturday night.
Fullback Tom Berkemeir
sped down the right sideline 42
yards on the next play to set
up Dayton's final score.
Sc ond string quarterback
Scott Terry carried the ball
nine yards around right end
for the Flyers'final score.
Frehsman tailback Chuck
May provided one bright
moment for JMU late in the
game, breaking loose on a 56
yard sprint with under three
minutes remaining for his
first touchdown. May ran for
the conversion to account for
the final score.
JMU will not have things
much easier next week when
it faces William and Mary
next Saturday in the first of
two games with state Division
I opponents.
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Different philosophies

Is higher necessarily better?
By DAN MCNIEL
Two football programs with different
philosophies, headed in opposite directions,
squared off Saturday night in Dayton, Ohio.
James Madison University is taking the
gradual, necessary steps to elevate its team to
Division I status, stopping off at Division II for
a one year layover.
Dayton University's program is spiraling
down from Division I to Division III, entering
their third year at the lower level.
JMU has a 1-4 mark while Dayton has won
four of its last five. The two have their first and
only meeting this Saturday, a game that could
have developed in to quite a series if JMU had
remained at Divsion III.
"WE ARE INTERESTED in finding places
like JMU that have facilities comparable to
our own," commented Dayton head coach Rick
Carter. "Had the philosophies stayed the
same, I 'm sure we would have tried to continue
the series."
The Flyers, like JMU, play on an Astroturf
field and have overall better facilities than
many Divsiion III schools. Dayton's (and more
specifically Carter's) approach to football is
based on a sound theory— people love a
winner.
"I came here with the philosophy that we're
going to have the best Division III program
possible. It wouldn't have made any difference
to our fans who we played as long as we won
and played exciting football," explained
Carter. "Instead of being at the bottom of the
big boys, we've come here with the idea of *
being the best at Division III."
*••*,*•*•«•..«..«#« *&***0m*0n**t\i i,U*tiM Hu
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Division ID program possible*

Carter compares his team to the "No-Name"
defense popularized by Don Shula and the
Miami Dolphins during the time when they
frequented the Super Bowl. "No one really
stand out on this team. You could put them in a
hat and draw them out one by one with no great
difference in ability."
The healthy team concept pervasive among
the Flyers is unlike any other encountered by
Carter in his 14 years of coaching. "This is the
best situation I've ever had in that we have no
big guns on offense or defense. We have a
different player of the wee very week."
Junior fullback Gary Smithcarried part of
the offensive load early in the year as the
leading ball carrier in the 28-0 rout of the
Merchant Marine Academy. Quarterback
Scott Terry has started to come on in the last
two wins over Otterbein (28-3) and Butler (280).

DAYTON'S ONLY LOSS this season came to
Division I Bucknell 17-7 the second week of the
season. "If anyone had told me in August we
would only give up 17 points to Bucknell I
would have said he was crazy," laughed
Carter. "Our defense is completely rebuilt but
we've had two shutouts, and allowed only three
points in one other game."
Senior defensive end Joe Overbeck is the
only returning starter from the Flyers front
seven of their ft-2-4 defense. "Defense is
probably the biggest story because we knew
we would have a good offense but thought we
would have a weak defense," observed Carter.

THIS YEAR'S TEAM has one advantage
over Dayton's nationally ranked club of a year
ago. "This team has more of a chance to
improve each week because there are so many
new players," Carter stated. "Last year's
team reached a plateau during the year and
didn't get much better."
Division III rankings have not been released
but Carter said his team would probably notch
a place in the top ten. "At James Madison
University, there slogan is *Go for the GokF,
isn't it Well our slogan here is 'New faces,
same results."
If Dayton's slogan holds true the way it has
thus far, there could be some long games for
their opponents the rest of the

Carter stated the team has received "great
community sport" and its not hard to see why.
The Flyers were 8-3 in their first year at
Division III and qualified as one of eight teams
in the playoffs last year. The team lingered at
the number one spot of the Division III poll and
finished the season with a 9-2-1 record.
"When they were at Division I, they were
looking at four games a year they had no
chance of whining," noted Carter. "We only
have to be underdogs in one or two games and
the rest are toss-ups."

'we're going to have the best
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the third seed doubles team of
Owens and Ann Perkins
handed a 6-0,6-2 to Chanez and
Terri Diehl.

By DENNIS R. SMITH
and RICH AMACHER
The two women's teams
won, while two others wound
up on the the short ends of
their contests' scores.
The tennis team out classes
Longwood 7-2 Saturday, while
the field hockey team improved its record to (5-0-2)
with a 3-1 win over Old
Dominion Sunday.
On the other hand, the cross
country team was thoroughly
out run by Richmond 15-40
Saturday. The volleyball
squad won just one of four
matches in Saturday's West
Virginia University Invitational tournament.

Cross
country
second
INDIANA, PA. — Indiana
State (Pa.) ran away with its
owa invitational, scoring 39
points, fifty less than runnerup James Madison University
Saturday..
JMU coach Ed Witt said he
expected the host team to be
'strong since the perennially
strong team returned most of
its runners from a year ago.
"We thought we should not
finish any lower than second.
Indiana had all their runners
tightly bunched at the top,."
Indiana placed three
runners in the top ten, but
JMU almost matched that
total with two runners among
the first six. Mike Benshoff
finished less than a second
behind the eventual winner
with a time of 28:08.
"He ran a good race
considering he was slighlty
fatigued," said Witt ''Mike
has been very consistent all
year and Richard (Ferguson)
is steadily improving." .
Ferguson compiled a time
of 28:40 for sixth in a field that
included ten teams.
Geoff LeSueur was the third
Duke runner at 29:39, followed
by Jeryl Turner, nine places
back at 30:02. Ed Hume
rounded out the JMU top five
with a 30:25 time at number
36.
Witt said the team is
"progressing" but needs more
consistency to compete with
the state teams. ''Everyone
has a good race but, we're yet
to have everyone have a good
race at the same meet."
The Dukes face a major instate challenge Monday,
hosting Virginia Military and
Richmond at the Massanutten
golf course Tuesday

THE TENNIS team claimed
victories in four singles and
all three doubles at Longwood.
The Duchesses' second-seed
Cathie Tyler evened the
match at one each by
defeating Susan Chanez 6-3, 62. Mary Perkins continued the
rout by knocking .of Teresa
McLawhorn 6-4, 6-1.
Patti Owens and Ann
Perkins added two more wins.
Owens beat Christy Lewis 6-2,
6-2 and Perkins remained
undefeated (4-0) taking a
straight-set win from Pam
Foster 6-2, 6-2.
"Most of our victories were
clear cut," saidMalerba. "We
only had one tough match, the
number five match. Rita
Santarpia (of JMU) lost to a
firl 1 thought should have been
gaying number two singles,
ita did very well in holding
her owa"

Top-ranked Heidi Hess lost
the Duchesses only other
match 6-2, 6-2 to Brenda
Friedelheimer.
Heidi told me after the
just
had a bad day.
"We have a lot of depth on
this team. Most schools have
super number one player, but
the rest of the team isn't that
good. We have a fair number
one players and five good
players that are all fairly
close in talent."
JMU won all three doubles
matches.
The top-seed doubles team
of Hess and Tyler posted a win
in three sets, 6-0, 4-6, 6-1.
"Heidi and Cathie did well
to win in three sets against
tough competition," Malerba
said.
Mary Perkins and Santarpia earned a 6-3,6-2 victory
over Foster and Lewis, while

..THE HOCKEY team relied
on two goals from Cara
Eisenberg and one from Erin
Marovelli in. their win over
Old Dominion.
The first half was scoreless
with neither team being able
to take advantage of
numerous scoring chances.
But, JMU came broke out of
its shell in the second half and
out played the Monarches.
The team finished the game
with a 32-12 decisive edge in
shots on goal.
Eisenberg scored the first
goal with 12:40 gone in the
half, then later fired in the
second Duchesses' score at
the 18:30 mark.
ODU made attempted to
rally, but could only manage
one score. Trish Tillotson
placed a shot beyond the
reach of JMU's goal with 23:42
gone in the ha U.
But, Erin Marovelli's goal
with 29:10 gone iced the
team's five victory in seven
attempts.
The team remains undefeated with two ties
blimishing a perfect record.
..THE VOLLEYBALL team
lost three of four matches.

The team's only win was
over Grove City College in
three games 14-16, 15-1, 15-4.
Earlier West Virginia
downed the Duchesses 15-9,151 and Clarion State handled
the team 15-8, 15-9.
York College gave JMU its
final loss 15-12, 15-3.
THE WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY team will be
fighting inexperience since
there are no seniors and only
one junior on this year's
squad. The Duchesses do have
their top runner of a year ago,
Leann Buntrock, returning to
lead the team.
Inexperience was certainly
evident in the first meet of the
season as Richmond grabbed
the top five places to record a
perfect score in routing JMU
15-40 Saturday.
Richmond's Debbie Snaggs
recorded a time of 19:51 for a
12 second win over teammate
Joanna Sokol. Buntrock
turned in JMU's best performance, placing sixth with a
time of 22 minutes over the
3,000 meter course.
Junior Beth Nagy followed
Buntrock in seventh at 22:13,
28 seconds in front of the
Duchesses Tracy Herndon
who placed eighth.
JMU will compete in the
George Mason University
Invitational this weekend in
Fairfax.

Making the Bullets
A rookie's chance in Washington slim
%o^ri™t tor a rookie to make iUn the NBA? If he is one of
five trying to make the grade with the Washington Bullets, his
chances are slim to none.
„
"We don't have anyone in camp we feel should be cut,
remarked Bullet head coach Dick Motta. "We think all of Jem
can play a little bit and belong some place. We try and give them
as much work as we can to make the decision as easy as we
possibly can. It's going to be a tough decision '
TTouah is perhaps too weak an adjective when one considers the
fact the Bullets have 12 veterans under contract and only 11
places available on the team. The number of healthy veterans in
camp is slightly lower since forward Mitch Kupchak and guard
Phil Chenier are both recovering from delicate back surgery.
Chenier rejoined the team for the first time last Wednesday
while Kupchak is more than a month from full rehabilitation.
Motta said "Mitch has made a full recovery and they feel good
about his operation. We might keep a rookie to fill his spot until
Mitch comes back and then we'll have another decision to make.

situation was made available because Kevin didn't report He
reported last week and will probably be the starter this year, but
I'm not in any hurry to make that decision."
The competition between the two is not ugly but healthy
according to Motta. "Competition is healthy as long as it stay
within your organization and does not get ugly. These two are that
type. Anytime you don't have competition you tend to become
complacent which is next to rigor mortis in ths league.
Washington has been anything but dead the past two seasons
and maybe headed for another one to remember this year. The
Bullets captured the NBA championship in 1978 and compiled the
best record in basketball last year before losing to Seattle in the
playoffs.
"It came down to one call in an overtime game with Seattle,"
noted Motta. We know we're one of basketball's better teams and
have great confidence in ourselves. I know I'm associated with a
thoroughbred type team and I know if we're lucky we might do it
again.'
'

'We try and give them at much work at we pottibly can.
H't going to he a tough decision.'
Chenier spent over half of last season on the injured reserve list
and is one veteran who does not classify as an untouchable. "With
Phil, we don't know if he will go down again or not. There's a lot of
uncertainty there."
■
And uncertainty in the eyes of the rookie or free agent who
realizes one poor performance may shatter a dream. The
veterans lumber through pracice easily, minus the worried
frowns and unmoved by bad passes and missed shots.
One player who has been on both sides of the fence is second
year center Dave Corzine who made the team last season after a
successful career at DePaul. He saw limited playing time in a
reserve role, averaging only 3 pointss per game.
"Thedifference between a rookie and a second year man is that
a rookie does not know what to expect" remembered the DePaul
graduate. "It's a whole different world for a rookie. In college, the
coach talks to you about every aspect of your game. In the pros,
you have to tell yourself what you're doing wrong. It was a hard
ajustment for me and other college players."
While some of the final places on the team remain in doubt, only
one spot on the starting five is being contested. The shooting
guard position has developed in to a low scale duel between last
year's starter, Kevin Grevey, and Roger Phlegey in his second
year out of Bradley.
'
"You'd like to go into camp with the idea that every spot is
open, but realistically you know its not" commented Motta, "The
, A„ i •-.-,.,,,.. .
.•; vjn A Itiitoo -mi bin. ha
p i,.'

Most of the Bullets think the addition of playmaking guard
Kevin Porter is another reason to be optimistic this year. Porter
was signed as a free agent, returning to Washington after a four
year stay in Detroit. The 5-11 guard is coming off his best season
ever; averaging 13.4 assists to lead the league and set a NBA
record for assists (1099).
"So far we're very pleased with Kevin. His biggest adjustment
will be running the offense," observed Motta. "We'll have a better
fast break team than last year because of Kevin and we'll
probably run more. I feel we'll have better penetration and get
some easy baskets."
Porter fills the hole left by guard Tom Henderson who signed
with Houston as a free agent this summer. "Tom was doing a
good job for us," said Corzine. "1 can't see Kevin doing anything
but helping us."
The Bullets will need their wealth of depth once the 82 game
season begins Motta said. "There are a few times in an 82 game
schedule when you don't feel like playing. Like we have a stretch
this year of five games in five different cities."
The Bullet coach stated the team always gave an effort, "but it
might be dull. The last thing you do is push the panic button,
because there's not a damn thing you can do about it. You know
what a team can do and you have to rely on their history
And if the Bullets' recent history is any indication, Motta should
have more than enough to ,re)y op, .
< '
'j- I ■'»• t*
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StHttfoTobe*
Montreal pitcher considers Kuhn's fine too high, tests baseball in court
(API— Bowie Kuhn, the lord high
commissioner of baseball, is a man of dignity,
unquestioned integrity and well-meaning, but
in his latest square-off with pitcher Bill Lee of
the Montreal Expos, pardon us, but we have to
line up in the "Spaceman's" corner.
Detrimental to baseball? Someone's got to
be kidding. Bill Lee—or "Space" or "Moon
Man," as his mates call him—is the freshest
puff of breeze to blow across the diamond in
years. His manager considers him a marvel.
To his teammates, he is a flake who keeps the
locker room loose. He is the darling of the
college liberals, most of the fans and the
media.
With all his idiosyncracies, he's the kind of
guy you wouldn't mind your son growing up to
So he gets belted with a $250 fine for
acknowledging—honestly and candidly—that,
sure, he'd used a little marijuana in his
lifetime. He didn't say he was junkie, or that he
was hooked on the stuff. He just admitted in a
conversation that he had exposed himself to
the horrible weed that more than half of the
nation's school kids treat like bubble-gum.
This all happened in the Spring. Now the
matter has been reopened by Lee, with the
support of the American Civil Liberties Union
and the players association, to test the
constitutional right of free speech. It's hard to
see how baseball can win this one.
We'll leave that to the judges. But it is in our
province to reveal Bill Lee as the person be is—
not an ogre, but a bright, articulate athlete and
family man, the father of three, one who has a
bly the spirit but yet genuinely concerned about
the quality of life.
He cuts through all the fakery, hypocrisy,
social snobbery and pontifical, holier-thanthou attitudes to put his sport and his world in
true perspective. His greatest sin, if any, is
that he goes heavy on the hyperbole.

He once referred to Billy Martin and the
Yankees As "that neo-Nazi and his Brown
Shirts." Of the 1972-74 champion Oakland A's,
he said, "They remind me of Gates Brown
lying on a rug/' He rated Cincinnati's Big Red
Machine as third in fundamentals behind the
Taiwan Little Leaguers and Southern Cal's
college champs.
Personally, he is a physical fitness and rock
'n* roll freak. He is involved in exposing the
evils of pollution, nuclear energy, tobacco,
alcohol, junk foods, sugar and white breads.
His buffoonery is largely an act. Friends
insist he is a man of intellectual depth and
feeling using his kookiness as a platform.
The "Spaceman" was fined not because he
used marijuana—it would be naive to believe
scores of ball players are not as involved, or
more—but that he said so publicly.
In baseball's eyes, that is the cardinal crime.
By mentioning it, the maverick left-hander
defiled the minds of countless innocent
youngsters. That assumption is ludicrous.
Surveys have shown kids are into the "dope"
scene probably more deeply than their sport
heroes.
The bothersome element is that baseball—or
any other pro sport—feels that it can purify its
ranks by stifling free speech.

Number one, please
WASHINGTON- AP
The-$250,000 women's tennis championships,
similar to the men's masters, will be played
Jan. 2-7 at the Capital Centre in the Maryland
suburbs, it was announced officially Tuesday.
The top eight women singles players and top
four doubles teams, according to the final
points standing for the year, will compete for
the first prize of $75,600 and $30,000,
respectively.

Pour of the women who could qualify-Chris
Evert Lloyd, Tracy Austin, Martina
Navratilova and Billy Jean King—indicated in
a telephone news conference from Atlanta that
the championships could definitely decide the
No. 1 player in the woria.
"It is only one of four major championships
but it comes at the end of the year," said Ms.
King, currently ranked No. 9. "It will carry a
lot of weight." Lloyd-won the French Open,
Austin took the U.S. Opqn and Navratilova
successfully defended her Wimbledon title in
July.
The points standings, as of this week,
indicate that Lloyd is in first place followed by
Austin, 720, Evonne Goolagong of Australia,
515, Regina Marsikova of Czechoslovakia, 470,
Dianne Fromholtz of Australia, 455, and
Wendy Trumbull of Australia, 450.
With 13 more tournaments remaining before
the end of the 35-event series year, others like
King, 355, Virginia Wade of Great Britain, 335
Sylvia Hanika of Germany, 275, Caroline Stall
260, Laura DuPont, 205, Betty Stove of the
Netherlands, 200, Renata Tomanova Of
Czechoslovakia, 195, Mima Jausovec of
Yugoslavia, 190, and Anne Smith, 190 may be
able to move up into the top eight ,

ECAC unravels
WASHINGTON- AP
George Washington University, along with
four other members of the Eastern Eight,
resigned from the Eastern College Athletic
Association last week in a dispute over
television policy.
In addition to George Washington, Rutgers,
Massachusetts, Duquesne and St Bonaventure
also resigned, according to George Washington
Athletic Director Robert K. Faris. Earlier in
the year, West Virginia resigned.

JMU eliminated
in third round
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Western Kentucky
scored six early runs and held on to defeat
James Madison, 7-5, in the third round of
the Louisville baseball tournament Saturday night.
The loss eliminated the Dukes, who also
had lost in Friday's opening round. Saturday afternoon, they defeated Xavier of
Chicago. 5-1, to advance to third-round
play.
Western Kentucky led, 6-0, after three
innings and held off a late JMU surge for
its second win in the eight-team, doubleelimination tourney.
The Dukes cut the lead to 6-3 in the fifth
on RBI singles by Rick Atkinson, Lorenzo
Bundy and Russ Dickerson before the
Hill toppers increased the margin to 7-5.
Dickerson hit a two-run homer in the
seventh for JMU's final runs.
Former Turner Ashby standout Tom
Bocock had two singles and two RBI to
lead JMU past Xavier. Bocock capped a
three-run fourth-inning rally with a tworun single after Jeff Cempre drove in a run
with a ground out.
JMU scored single runs in the second
and third innings on a Xavier error and
Bandy's RBI single.
Joe Carleton went the distance to get the
win. He struck out four and walked one
while throwing only 79 pitches in the seveninning game.
Xavtar
»i« 000 0 - l J »
JMU
011 M0 i - J • l
Ruthkowaki »nd Krueger Carleton and
Dickenon W - Carleton L - Ruthkowski.
HR — Xivie# Aro». 2nd, none on
JMU
" 000 030 2 - 5 IS
W.KMtaeky
iSS 001 «-T 11 1
Kwiatkowtki. Yancey (3). Minnich <3> and
Dickerson Jonea. Becker (•) and ZeraU W — •
Jones I. — Kwiatkowski.
HR - W Kentucky: Despaus, Sth. none on;
JML Dickerson, 7»h. one on.

MOST OK THE JMU TEAMS w^reoa. the. road .
this weekend and the would be spectators traded a

Photo by Betsey Perdue
, .sea* jp^hejijands for a place on the field to parUcipate in a variety oVPJfc^ucb, a s jjccejj tttttttt ,♦,
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Classifieds
For Sale
FOR SALE: Ampeg Bass
Amp, B-15N. Tube amp, rated
at 30 wattts. Includes fuses,
schematic and homemade
dolly. Built to last! Asking
$200 (neg.) ALSO Sanyo
under-dash 8- track player.
Audio Spec—most powerful 8track
on
the
road!
Accommodates 4 speakers.
$25. For either, call John (off
campus) at 433-1445.
FOR SALE: Accounting bookwill definitely be used next
semester for Acctg 241. For
sale because course was
dropped. $8.00 (less than 4
price) Call Sandy 433-1186.
FOR SALE: Sony SemiAutmatic turntable with
cartridge. Direct drive,
strobe. NEW. Paid $230,
asking $170. Call Jim 4278.
FOR SALE: Canon AE-l with
50 1.8. Asking $225. Chuck
5347.
NEED TYPING?: Call Betty
at 433-4425. Will type term
papers, thesis, notes, etc.

By Scott Worner

Madisonman
:HU61 CHUG! CHUG!
;miGt CHUG! CHMG!

r,:^ "AW-RIGtJT
THATS
N0TH\N§
ME IN hK

""8KK IN

MYUNOER
G RAP DAYS
AT FAST
TtNNESEi:

STKTF.

Wings

By Mark Legan
V*DW.

... I 8ETTfcfc CUT DO«W

FOR SALE : Martin guitar,
19630-18, newly reconditioned
by Martin Co. This guitar no
longer made by company.
Space age impact case
included. $475-Hrm. 434-0070.
ATTENTION SENIORS:
Land that 1st job with a great
looking resume from Sam
Nixon
Promotional
Specialities. You get 50
printed resumes, blank cover
letters, and envelopes for only
$9.84! Call 7330 or write box
2127 today. An attractive
resume could make the
difference!

By Tom Arvis

Roommates

TW'5

StuPiS)

HOU8ECLEANING: one
room, an apartment, or an
entire building. Window
washing also. Our cleaning
service will save you time and
effort.
Chase Cleaning
Company,
433-0750.
STEREO EQUIPMENT:
Discount on ove/ 40 brands.
Full warranty and free set-up
service.
Call
Bob-1
HELP ME GET RID OF: 2
visor caps, l desk lamp,
plastic cups and bowls, piano
music (classical, Ragtime,
etc.), Sax, practice book, set
of coffee cups, set of punch
cups, electric scissors, Presto
Burger Cooker, Wedding Cake
Knife
and
Champagne
glasses, and a plastic wash
tub. Write to "Roger H., Box
1427". Name any price for any
or all and it's yours. Please
give name and phone.
■

Doonesbury
eoov EVENING, wanr'nm*

MAGAZINE PUBLISHED MRT n
OF THE MOST TRUMPETED MEMOIRS
i IN HISTORY-'HENRY KISS/N6ER,
THE tmnemsH--

By Garry Trudeau
AFTER A SUMMER OF fmtN6KJSsiNeeR STORIES, 'TIME'HAS FINALLY
ARRIVED ATTHE MAIN ma-AN
OREY OF EXCERPTS FROM A BOOK
'TIME* ITSELF WILL PUBLISH..

IS THIS H0U THE RUUN6 CLASS
PROMOTES ITS OWN? tM ROLAND
HEDLEY. STAY WITH US FOR A LOOK
AT WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A NEwswEmY DECIDES TO.. HYPE HENRY/

'HYPE HENRY: MEMOIRS
ONTHEMAKE/BROt/SHT
TO YOU BY THE CHASE
MANHATTAN BANK..

V

HYPE HENRY!
MEMOIRS ON
THE MAKE
^ Special Report

i

HI Fl EQUIPMENT: All
makes including High end
equipment Special discounts
available.
Call
Audio
Enterprises 433-8929 or write
P.O.
424.
FOR SALE: Brand new
Electrophonic AM-FM stereo
receiver with 8 track
cartridge player., asking $110.
Toastmaster Deluxe OvenBroiler, large, excellent
condition $20. After 12 noon
call
433-0386.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING:
on self-correcting typewriter.
Elite or Pica. Reasonable
rates. Call Mary Lou Glick
879-9962.
'
(Continued on Page 21)

HENRY KISSINSERS 'THE WHITEWASH YEARS'IS NO ORDINARY
BOOK. NEK IS 'TIME'PROMOTING
1 IT LIKE ONE. B/LLWOOTEH'TIMB"
1
MARKETINO DIRECTOR, EXPLAINS.

WELL, WE STARTED'SLOW,Of- COURSE.
WERANTHE USUAL SEMI-ANNUAL
KISSINGER PROFILES, REPORTS ON
THE WORK-IN-PROGRESS, AFBtU
MENTIONS IN OUR'PEOPLE'SECTION..

fi

-mmnssuMMERMPajRwrroNf
AN &CWSAC INTERVIEW, A FOURPAGE QOLORSPREADONHIS SALT
LECTURE, TWO M6ES ON HIS NATO
SPEECH! I MEAN, HE PUFFED CL'
HENRY FROM HERE TO SUNDAY!

P0ANY
NEHJS
STORIES?

UM..WEMI6HT
HAVE. THAT5
NOT MY DEPARTMENT.
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Classifieds
(Continued from Page 20)

WANTED: 5-speed or 3-speed
bike. Preferably Ladies'
model.
434-4250.

Wanted
ROOMATE
WANTED:
Female needed to share house
with four others. $90 a month
plus util. Private room,
washer, dryer, two baths.
Lease, deposit. 433-2856.

WANTED: Nude models for
JMU art department, $4.00 an
hour. Flexible schedule, for
info phone 6335. Mon, Wed 9-10
am. Tues, Thurs. 11-12 or 2-4.
Come by. Drawing studio in
Ashby
Dorm.

KEYBOARD PLAYER AM)
OR FEMALE VOCALIST
NEEDED: for established
Rock-n-Roll Band. Kansas,
Pat Travers, Molly Hatchet,
Lynyrd
Synyrd,
plus
originals, Call Mike at 4719 or
Danny LaClair at 1-886-4862
after 5 pm.

ATTENTION ALL
SHOW ALTER RESIDENTS:
All garbage will now be
emptied into the red and white
International Scout II with
Pennsylvania tags. For
further information contact
MOW
MOW.

Lost

PICK: Down to the basics!
Phenomenal. Hey, we've got
two years. These late nights
duringT the week have got to
go. It s getting hairy! MUD.

LOST: Pair of tortoise shell
glasses in off-white case in
vicinity of Wine-Price. If
found contact Kathy 5262.

i

WIZARD: You can sit on my
lap anytime! So, the cake was
good, was it? Let me know
when your B-Day is...I'm a
great cook! GUESS WHO.

Personals
DCL: to my roomie, Have a
great 21st Birthday. BAD.

f

SPONSORED

B304 Thunder Road: Sounds
great! Stop by some night. Oh,
By the way, where in the hell is
Thunder Road? A spirit in the
night, 326 Jungleland.

is»
REGISTRATION

^ ■ PP.IZ.E-

ll'.OOam^T

TROPHY

|

1

FRI5BEE.S SUPPLIED IF NEfct>EJ>/

rA

KRIS: If you're having
problems with your transition
into the Republican world of
conservatism come by Holly
Court and we'll teach you! EBuzz-Swing.

WHOP S M/

b>"—*=-=
»

TOMMY G.: I'm still
searching for that electric
wheelchair. In the meantime,
hang in there! Love ya! S.S.

D.J. Please masticate,
defecate and cease to exist.
By the way, the reason you
don't like beards is because
Sou are jealous that with your
aby face it would take 2-3
years just to get some fuzz.

TO ALL MY FRIENDS:
Thanks for the great B-day
party. Thanks to H.G. and
Suey for the cakes, and G.S.
and Friends for the private
concert!
S.fe.B.

GUESS WHO: The cake was
very good, to bad it wasn't my
b—day. Mine has already
pasted but I wouldn't mind if
you cooked for me. Since the
WIZARD'S LAIR is not on
campus all you have to do is
drop by. The place is just
north of Gondor in the land of
the Western Kings. WIZARD.

TO THE REALLY REAL
REX: It's been a long time but
do you remember these?!
Love ya! FROM THE
REALLY
REAL
SAN.
HUFFMAN
CHAMPAGNE
THIEF: You have three
choices: 1. Remain common 2.
Mail $10 to Box 1063 3. Return
the
champagne!
Congratulations on ruining a
surprise birthday party. A204.

PICK: Down to the basics!
What a phenomenal weekendit must have been hairy. I
guess you kinda had to be
there, huh. That roommate
could be the best friend you've
got! I missed my chance, so
what I've got friends in high
places. I wonder how the
weather is up there... MUD

SNELLA: Thought I'd forgot
you huh! Well, I didn't!!
Whew-were that a "Becky
Barfar"
I know it were
you!! How about a personal
sweetie?
Harry.
DEAR AL: Your mistress
may be a princess to you but
she looks like a dog to me. Get
rid of her. Love, Mrs. C.
RENEE: Sure hope you had a
great B-day! Thank god for
keg parties! Love, THE ZOO
CREWT
GATOR GIRL: Sorry your
personal could not be printed.
ALL personals must be paid in
advance. This applies to all
preps, druggies, and any other
stereo-types that you or Dr.
Mark single out. Rusty the
Prep. „
ATTENTION
JUNGLELAND: We would
like to join your congregation,
because we too worship the
almighty Springsteen! B 304
THUNDER
ROAD.
PILOTS. STUDENT PILOTS,
AND AVIATION ORIENTED
PEOPLE: Are you interested
in sharing rides, forming a
club discussing
future
buisness Opportunities, or just
shooting the bull about flying?
Contact Jeff or Bob, 4768, 5542
or drop a note in P.O. 736.
FRED C302: We'd like to buj
you all a rug...what color
would you like? C202.
HOPPY: Well, we're
surprised, we were beginning
to wonder about you. E Buzz
Neuter.

TO THE LAMBDA PLEDGE
CLASS OF DELTA SIGMA
PI: Congratulations. The
Brothers.
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CORRECTION
The deadline for preregistration for the
Valley Mall First Anniversary race will be
Oct. 6 not Oct. l as
previously printed.
Sponsored by the
Athletic Attic.

Why Tuesdays a
something else at
Arthur Treaehers.

&£>$$?

Featuring: TOPS FOR EVERYONE

Our
Budget Banquet

• from Fashion tops to T-shirts (long &
short sleeve) and other accessories

• SPECIALIZING IN TRANSFERS*
-lettering and numbering
-custom printing
-Greek lettering
II used lo be that the best thing you could say
about Tuesday was that il wasn't Monday
But that was before Arthur Treachei s Tuesday
Budget Banquet.
Arthur Treachers delicious tish and chips served
with cole slaw and your choice of beverage, all for the
low Tuesday-only once of J 1.99
No wonder Tuesdays are something else

Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from any:
slide
drawing
album cover
photo
clipping
color or blk/wht.
Hours: 10-9 AAon.-Sat.
Located in Valley Mall
tes-

434-4824

We are

ARTHUR TREACHER'S FISH ft CHIPS
Store hour*
88 CANTON $T
HAMUSONMJRG, VA 22801
ISvn-Thuw 11-9
iFri-Sot 11-1Q
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20/20 hindsight:
monthly review
Editor's note: This is the first in a series of monthly editorials
reviewing campus, national, and international events.

Around campus
• Stating that "being chief meant nothing; my hands were
tied," Jay Crider, James Madison University's chief of police
resigned his position as of Sept. 7. Crider said "it was so damn
hard to get equipment and men." This should alarm campus
residents-does Crider's statement mean our police department is
currently understaffed and under-equipped, and is JMU
adequately protected?
...
. ,
Another alarming aspect of the Crider resignation is the refusal
by Security and Safety Director William Wilberger to comment
on Crider's charges. As Crider's administrative superior,
Wilberger is in effect being labeled a poor administrator. If
defense exists to this charge, the students would like to hear it.
•Greek Beginnings-the gigantic party held by the fraternities
Sept. 8 to kick off fall rush-will not begin again, according to the
JMU administration. Although the crowd was large, 2,000 people,
and a lot of beer was consumed, more than 100 half-kegs of beer
from noon to 7 p.m., the party was not destructive nor
uncontrollable,according to students who attended.
It's too bad the administration can't treat JMU students like the
adults we are, as we obviously proved by our reasonable conduct
at Beginnings.
• JMU's football team was officially rejected for Division I
status by the National Collegiate Athletic Association at the end of
August. The Dukes did move up from Division III to Division II,
making them eligible to award football scholarships for the first
time in JMU history.
It would be wise for the coaches to remember that it takes more
than a title to be a Division I team-it also takes winning ball
games.
• The fall semester at JMU is well underway, and the perennial
hassles of lines, bad food at the dining hall, and overcrowded
dorms, (41 students are living at Howard Johnson's), have
resurfaced once again.

Around the nation
•'■Congress got back to business last month to determine some
important issues. So-far the registration for the draft was voted
down by the House, and Congress awarded itself a 5.5 percent pay
raise. Argument is still raging on portions of Carter's energy
package, Salt II.
• Carter's political popularity continued to decline, even the
animal population has turned against him, as witnessed by the
killer rabbit attack on the president during his Mississippi River
boat ride.
• Americans showed their appreciation of Russian ballet by
insisting that Soviet ballerina Ludmilla Vlasova stay until she
gave some good reasons for wanting to leave.
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Carcinogens: new cars, beer
By KEVIN MILLER
It was late in the afternoon before I got to
read the Washington Post on Saturday, a week
ago. The excitement of the day had finally hit
me. I had just bought a new luxury sedan, so to
celebrate I had also bought a case of fine
imported Heineken. I slowly fanned through
the paper sipping my brew and smiling. Until I
reached page lo.
Much to my chagrin, a group of scientists
had added two more notables to its list of
cancer-causing products. But this had to be a
hoax. New cars and beer? In both cases,,
scientists had detected microscopic amounts
of nitrosamines, a carcinogen also found in
bacon, in these products. Well, I guess I'll just
have to put my beer and my Buick in the same
box with my B.L.T., my milk, my fried
hamburgers, my maraschino cherries, my
cherry Kool-Aid, and my warm diet Mr. Pibb.
Within the past few years scientists and
various government agencies have blacklisted
numerous products that contain microscopic
amounts of carcinogens. Often they concede,
as they have with beer, that these trace
amounts should not alter our daily
consumptive habits. I am afraid, however, that
the recent surge of evidence indicting
carcinogenic products is creating a sense of
apathy. As the Food and Drug Administration
condemns one product after another people are
beginning to say, "the hell with it, if everything
causes cancer, why worry about what I eat?"
I am not trying to make a farce out of the
research in the study of cancer. Much the

opposite. Cancer is killing thousands of people
every year, and the various cancer institutes
need all the money they can get to search for
the clue that will lead to a cure. My objection is
that the emphasis of current research is
leaning in the wrong direction. It seems that
the FDA and various scientific groups are
trying*- to isolate every product that could
possibly cause cancer rather than finding a
medical cure or vaccination. Their line of
reasoning must be that they could then be able
to take every carcinogen off the market. That
will probably leave us with Safeways full of
National Enquirers and paper towels.
In addition to the magnitude of the
carcinogen list, another reason why people are
taking this research lightly is because of some
of the absurd conclusions that are reached.
The FDA, for instance, concluded that a
human would have to drink about 375 cans of
diet soda a day for 10 years to receive the same
amount of carcinogens that caused cancer in
laboratory rats. I'm sure a person would burp
to death before they could drink that much
soda.
The right kind of research is vital. And, of
course, trying to determine the causes of
cancer is equally as important. Researchers
have made milestone discoveries that have
lead to banning PCB's and determining that
cigarettes and air pollutants are significant
cancer-causers.
Now the problem is before ;ia There are
millions of people who have, or will get cancer.
Research should save them first.

• In the economy, inflation and unemployment continued to
rise, while hints of a recession echoed from the business world.
Let Keynes figure this one out.
• The pope is coming, the pope is coming....

Around the world
• Israel marked the one-year anniversary of the Camp David
peace talks by raids into Lebanon and by making it legal for
private citizens to purchase Arab land in the West Bank, a move
definitely not conducive to harmonious relations with the Arab
world.
• Russian troops were discovered in Cuba-a revelation that
could endanger ratification of the Salt II treaty, as well as
peaceful relations with Russia. The developing situation may
demonstrate which nation thinks it is the more powerful. In any
case, the outcome will probably not be the same as in 1962.

Quote of the month
^
/

By Inter-rTatermty Council President Bill Hardy on the Greek
Beginnings party: "We tried to control it for a while, but we just
couldn't. We figured it would be better to try this event with the
poHeyandnerhaveHagahr,thap,tpnfiyerbayehad|tr"r,{.i ,
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Baseball, football
vie for prime time

Headers'

By KEVIN CROWLEY
While the baseball season is winding up another season and
heading for a dynamic conclusion, we are treated to a mere on
televised game a week.
Meanwhile, we are saturated with boring football. A minimum
of five football games are broadcast weekly.
The wide gap in television allowed each sport is essentially due
to ratings. Pro football draws the viewers.
But,-of course, these are the same viewers who have made
"Charlie's Angels" the most popular show on television for the
second straight year.
Basically, baseball is a game one must understand to enjoy.
Whereas, football requires the mind of a 10-year-old to
understand, I am convinced one must be raised and nurtured on
baseball to love the game as it must be loved.
The American public doesn't want to think while watching a
sport (or any other television show for that matter). They'd
rather sit inside as beautiful Sunday afternoons slip by, drink

Articles stereotype people
To the editor:
The outrageous free-for-all
of name calling
and
stereotyping in the Reader's
Forum of The Breeze recently
is losing its originally
humorous tone and seems to
be degenerating into nothing
but superficial, self-righteous
drivel. As people whose views
contrasted with one's own
were once called "Fascists,"
they are now described as the
victims of lobotomies, or
people whose personalities
have been surgically erased.
The
lobotomies
were
unnecessary, however, since
the grouping of people into
tightly defined stereotypes is
a much more efficient method
for reducing real people to
mere characterized zombies.
Is the student population at
Madison made up of "freaks,"
"preppies," and "jocks," or
people
with
distinct,
individual personalities? Are
those people running by out
there, or are they "joggers,"
who, as Julie Summers
implies in "Building the body,
ignoring the mind," don't read
newspapers?
In
his
"Congratulations to Gator
Girl" letter, Tom Kelley
states that "Those of us who
have already grown up know
class when we see it." Besides
the obvious questions of what
he means by "grown up" or
"class," I challenge Kelley to
tell me anything significant
about a person with a quick
glance.
The idea implicit in this kind

Football requires a 10-year-old...
beer and stare at the team wrestling matches someone dubbed
football.
On a recent Monday night, the Pittsburgh Pirates and the
Montreal Expos, separated at the time by a mere two percentage
points, and battling for first place, met in one of the season's
deciding games. But all any self-respecting baseball fan could do
was patiently watch a meaningless Washington Redskin and New
York Giants football game in hopes that the crucial baseball score
would be updated.
Football fans claim baseball is too slow, but I challenge anyone
to time a football team between plays from scrimmage and a
baseball pitcher between pitches.
I assure you the pitches will come more frequently.
The average football lineman would consider strategy a foreign
word. Yet, the entire concept of baseball is built on strategy.
The Baltimore Orioles and manager Earl Weaver serve as
living examples of a less talented group of players winning
through strategy and execution of the fundamentals.
My question is this: What in the hell are the fundamentals of
football?
There simply are no longer any "football players." Today
everyone is a specialist. While baseball players play both defense
and offense, football teams carry offensive and defensive squads,
not to mention the 37 special teams. (I'll bet football incorporates
special shower-taking squads next season.)
Jack Lambert, one of football's supposed superstars, could
never run. pass, or kick a football with any type of authority. Pete
Rose, on the other hand, has proved himself to be all-star
material at second, third, and first base, and in left and right
field.
The baseball season consists of 162 games, while football plays
a measly 16. Perhaps a single football game is more physically
exhausting than a baseball game, but the difference in the length
of the season is still staggering.
Granted pro football in its early, pure form was an exciting
game, but because of the many rule changes (and the blatant
holding now allowed) that have come about to accomodate
television football is now just another commercialized product.
All of my arguments concerning baseball's superiority over
football as a sport should be enough to warrant more air-time for
pro baseball. But even the unconvinced can surely understand the
need to place two pennant contenders on television before another
Philadelphia Eagles-Atlanta Falcons Boring Bowl.

Carter image forms

<r

By CHRIS KOUBA
In the August 20th issue of
TIME magazine, Hugh Sidey
noted that there are no
endearing
tales
bout
President Carter as there
have been for past executives,
such as the "fatherly"
Franklin Roosevelt and the
"roguish" Richard Nixon.
But in the past month the
nation has witnessed "Daniel
Boone" Carter defending
himself against "Paws the
Killer Rabbit" and a
determined "Cross Country"
Carter running a footrace past
the point of exhaustion. The
effect has been immediate.
Suddenly the president
seems personable. Suddenly
he has a fresh image, and just
in time for the 1980 campaign
season
Suddenly
presidential-image,
maker
Gerald Rafshoon seems to be
reading TIME magazine.
Carter is not alone in trying
to please the public eye,
\however. Ted Kennedy could
'.■«vj,»y« »»»»**<
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conceivably be labeled the
"People's Choice" if he
continued to play hard to get
with the growing number of
draft-Kennedy movements.
This pre-campaigning
seems to be more concerned
with images than issues and
leadership ability. Will the
actual campaign be colored
with true political convictions,
or will it be shadowed by these
images? Could Americans
elect an executive based on
packaging rather than
substance?
In two semesters, most
James Madison University
students will be eligible to
vote in the presidential
election. Will their decisions
be based on human interest
stories,
or
careful
consideration of true political
worth?
American elections are
founded on the premise that
the average citizen can make
an intelligent choice. To elect
a legend is to myth the enitre

orum
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And another
prep letter
To the editor:
I wholeheartedly agree with
Pamela Wiles taking offense
to the Sept. 18 Breeze article
on the danger of preppies. It is
so totally refreshing to see a
prep take a stand that
involves a little more thinking
than how many shades of
fuchsia one can wear with a
kelly green alligator shirt.
The non-bigoted rebuttal
stimulated me to new heights
of self-realization. Had I
known all it took was a
"button-down shirt, khaki
skirt, Aigner shoes, and an
add-a-bead necklace" to keep
me from "being labelled drugaddict, radical, or freak," I
would certainly have rushed
out to Valley Mall and picked
up a button-down shirt.
I, however, in all honesty
must admit that I too don't
"haveconsideration enough to
open doors for the females on
campus." And, in addition, if I
ever had a dinner date like
Ms. Wiles, I would probably
make her pay for dinner. Only
because midway through the
appetizer I'd have to excuse
myself from this female with
"so
much
class
and
intelligence" to go puke, all
the while avoiding messing up
the precious Aigner pumps.
Ms. Wiles, keep wearing
your add-a-bead necklace. In
fact, add a couple of beads.
The necklace is the only thing
keeping your head from
floating out into the upper
atmosphere.
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of simplistic stereotyping is
that very small amounts of
knowledge about people, such
as how they dress, whether
they run, play football, have
long hair or not, can be used to
fit that person into a model
which
explains
their
character. I believe that this
method of explaining people
not only yields little valuable
understanding, but indeed
yields
serious
misunderstanding of people
by arbitrarily reading into
their personalities elements
which may not be there, and is
therefore grossly unfair to
them. Consequently, I think it
would be safe to say that the
people involved in the
"preppie" feud actually know
nothing about each other, and
therefore have no business
making such nasty threats
and accusations against each
other as they have.
Only through understanding
people for what they are, not

as oversimplified, superficial
mental images, can there be
any hope for toleration and an
end to the petty divisiveness of
stereotyping. I should think
that the opportunity to
acquaint one's self with the
rich variety of ideas and
personalities on a college
campus would encourage one
to mature into a more tolerant
and understanding person and
leave the "cliquishness" of
high school days further and
further behind.
The college experience may
be the best (ana perhaps the
last) chance for many
students to gain the social
experience that tends to break
down simple stereotypes and
open them up to the more
realistic, sublte complexities
of the human personality,
which most students will no
doubt eventually have to come
to terms with or lead very selflimited lives.
Thomas W. Hampton

Prep article tasteless
To the editor:
We're not sure exactly what
Mr. Sutton's motives were in
writing "The Dangers of
'Preppies'" (The Breeze,
Sept. 18) but if, as we suspect,
he intended to spark a
response from the reader, he
has accomplished his task. We
feel this letter is necessary
because the only response
printed was misdirected The
issue is not "preppiness" but
tasteless
journalism.
Basically apathetic people
that we are, it takes a truly
offensive and blatantly
ignorant editorial to stir us to
reply. Mr. Sutton's article
Sroved more than sufficient in
oth offensiveness and
ignorance.
Our objections to last
week's editorial do not stem
from the subject matter but
rather from the prejudice and
sharply hostile phrases used
to
develop
the
idea.
Preppiness has become a
national farce and warrants a
satirical essay here at
Madison, but the bigotry and
cruelty used in Mark Sutton's
article were not funny and the
publication of such attitudes
represents
very
poor

judgment.
A major idea in "Preppies"
was the "creative bigotry" of
the preppie crowd. We would
like to ask Mr. Sutton his
definition of bigotry if
statements such as "Who are
those chopped off sickies
anyway" and "Have you ever
seen a Black Preppie?" do not
rate as bigotry.
The most objectionable
section of "Preppies" came at
the end of the otherwise
reasonably humorous article
when Mr. Sutton gave his
ideas on what should be done
to eliminate preppiness. The
writer
then
lost
his
journalistic
head
and
proceeded
to
attack
Christianity equating it with
Communism and Nazism.
What Nazi wouldn't be proud
to associate himself with
comments such as the writer's
"How can we rid ourselves of
this menace?"
Here's to more responsible
editorials in the future!
Kelly McDonnell
Hunter McCorkle
Susan Bower
Kim Smith
Julie Gallagher

Zepplin fans are happy
To the editor:
Congratulations Mike
Shutty.
Your analysis of Led
Zeplin's or is it Led Zepplin's
new album was brilliant, (The
Breeze, Sept. 28). Led Zepplin
has been keeping rock in its
sock for over a decade now.
The fact that Led Zepplin has
never gone commercial and
never released a single proves
Led Zepplin's devotion to true
rock and roll. Mike, your
knowledge about Led Zepplin
is like a wish sandwich—you
know what I mean? I think the
new Zep album is tremendous,
and the day that Zep comes
out withjiisco like The Stones,
Rod Stewart, or Wings, is the
day millions of Led Zepplin
followers will commit suicide.
I do not know 'Where you

obtained your information
about disappointed Zep fans,
but it was probably the same
place where you got "Zeplin."
Jim Lagergren
Unsolicited editorials can
be found under the
Guestspot logo, and letters
to the editor come under
Reader's Forum. All other
editorials and columns on
these pages that carry a
by-line represent the
opinion of an individual
Breeze staff member and
not necessarily the opinion
of the Breeze. Editorials
representing the opinion of
the Breeze do not carry a
by-line.
I
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SPECTRUM
Comments on world issues

It doesn't look good for Carter
At least that's what surveyed JMU students say
By DONNA SIZEMORE
If the 1980 presidential
election was held at James
Madison University this week,
Jimmy Carter would face an
uphill battle for victory.
A recent survey by The
Breeze shows the opinions of
JMU students to be in line
with the national trend,
revealing a loss of faith in
Carter and doubts about his
leadership abilities.

MM

In The Breeze poll, Reagan
has a slight edge over his
opponent Baker, with 44
percent indicating they would
choose him over Carter and
only 45 percent indicating
Carter would be the victor.
The rest indicated no opinion.
Only 37 percent would
choose Baker over Carter,
with 43 percent indicating a
preference for Carter.
If JMU students are

6
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a leader, he's a drag*

Out of 150 students
randomly polled, 53 percent
rated the Carter presidency as
poor and 28 percent felt his
performance was fair.
Only 15 percent believed his
overall performance deserved
a rating of good or excellent.
ACCORDING to JMU
students, Carter would fight
an almost even race against
the two leading Republican
contenders, Ronald Reagan
and Howard Baker.

accurate in their predictions,
Ted Kennedy will definitely
seek
the
presidential
nomination. Eighty-three
percent believe he will
actively seek election in the
November primary.
If the students are any
indication of a national trend,
Ted Kennedy will probably be
the next president. Over 75
percent rated Carter's
chances against Kennedy as
poor to none. Many students

indicated they felt Kennedy
could defeat just about
anyone, if nominated.

Professor says

He's just too 'common'

**

By TERESA CAVINESS
President Carter's popularity is down, say
national opinion polls.
Many people think you can go too far in
trying to humanize the presidency. They say
that the President of the United States loses
some of his effectiveness when he attempts
to appear too "common."
To be effective, a president has to
maintain some degree of aloofness, said Dr.
William Nelson, Head of the Political
Science and Geography Department here.
A lot of people just don't pay attention to
Jimmy Carter anymore, be added.
According to Nelson, Carter has
attempted to make the presidentcy less
formal and ritualistic by first, walking
during the inaugural ceremonies. By
staying in the homes of citizens across the
country, Carter has tried to establish an
identity with the "common people."
Carter's appearance on national
television wearing a sweater, rather than a
formal coat and tie, was symbolic of a move
toward making his position less distant.
During his administration, Carter has
appointed more blacks and women than any
oner president in history.
Both Juanita Kreps and Patricia Harris
hold top cabinet positions with Carter's
administration as Secretary of Commerce
and Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, respectively.
Andrew Young served as U.S.

Ambassador to the United Nations until his
resignation about three weeks ago.
In January 1977, soon after he took office
Carter gave a blanket pardon to the
Vietnamese draft resisters.
The bringing together of Egypt and Israel,
to negotiate some mutually acceptable
peace agreement, is probably Carter's
greatest achievement, Nelson said.
Carter was directly responsible for most
of the communication between Anwar Sadat
and Menachem Begin, representatives of
the two nations.
Nelson sees Carter's biggest problems as
being domestic. "He hasn't done enough
about the economy," he said.
Most people see Carter as being a
"decent, nice, respectable man." Yet, he
Sts a lot of criticism about the fact that he
sn't done enough here. He's been too
concerned with foreign occurrences.
With energy being a major concern to
everyone now, the fact that Carter's energy
program is still stalled could affect his
campaign, Nelson said.
If Ted Kennedy announces his candidacy,
Nelson believes he will have a better chance
of winning the nomination than Carter.
Kennedy is a stronger candidate, he said.
Such action will probably split the
Democratic party, but not enough to cause
the Republicans to "landslide"' into the
White House.
—
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CARTER would vie a little
better against Jerry Brown,
according to students, with 38
percent rating his chances as
good against Brown.
JMU students indicated
dissatisfaction with Carter's
accomplishments in the area
of energy, Maybe it was long
gas lines or rationing, but 82
percent gave him a fair to
poor score on his dealings with
energy.
Even greater disapproval
was voiced with his treatment
of inflation. Over 88 percent
rated him fair to poor in
handling
this
national
problem.
Students expressed at least
minimal approval of Carter's
accomplishments abroad. In
the area of foreign policy, 32
percent gave Carter a good to
excellent rating for his
achievements.
Overall, student opinions of
Carter were negative.
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"HIS POLICIES are too
wishy washy," said one
student.
"He
was
an
attractive candidate, but as a
leader
he's
been
a
drag."another said.
Lack of leadership and
ability to run the country
effectively were the most
often cited flaws in Carter's
performance.
"He is not a good leader,"
and "He is a weak president,"
constantly cropped up in the
survey results.
"He has lost the confidence
of the people," said one
student. "He has yet to
understand or begin to
manipulate the federal
system."
"Carter has proven beyond
a doubt that if a president is to'
get anything
done
in
Washington, he must be a
Washington bureaucratic
animal,
one
student
commented.

